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. A Weekly Newspaper,· Published Independently by the Students of Ithaca College 
. . : . ~ . 
by Howard Altman· Frontlash spread the word 
In the largest protest since ·or the rally through posters, 
the Vietnam war era, a crowd word of mouth and '.'bles set 
e\timated at over 350,000 up at Cornell and IC. The f~ 
packed the Mall in ground work "for the rally'was ·'~.:· _ ... 
Washington, D.C., Saturday laid down in Washington :. \--'.'~.~--: "" 
' \-. ,:.~· .... , .. lllJ 
for Solidarity Day. D.C. this summer and the ac- ·_ ·<'-:··· 
Organized by the AFL-CIO, tual organization started ·-- ·~\. ' 
Solidarity bay was an effort to around Aug. 23. ~·- "' 
consolidate diverse interest Steve Beede, spokesman for 
groups and various unions to the Ad-hoc coalition called 
demonsirate the wide base of Solidarity Day "The first 
dissatisfaction - with the . political rally of the 1982 cam-
Reagon administration's paign." Although neither 
budget cuts. group has any concrete plat-
Over 400 residents· of Ithaca form to counter Reagans cuts 
aftcndcd the rally. Locally, in social programs, Beede · :· 
two groups, the - Ad-Hoc hopes that the two groups can · 
Coalition For Social Progress,, ·influence voters by, "Getting • 
and Frontlash, organfzed the . people out in the streets to 
Ithaca area. 1 he A.o-noc canvas .for liberal democratic: 
coalition organized ccm- candidate~ who will take a 
munitv members and Fron- long look at programs before 
t la~h · organized student•. at they give them the axe." 
Cornell and Ithaca College. Both Beede and Berkowitz 
The purpo~e of the rally, ac- cxprc~sed ·thG hope that 
cording to Rich Berkowitz, through increa,.,ed voter 
~pokesman for Frontlash was, registration and awarcnc::,s, 
"To show Presideui Reagan the two groups could, "Decide 
that hi~ mandate isn't the a close elect ion". 
Ri!agan 's budget cuts brought 0111 many protesting groups including the 
International Association ,of Machini'its. 
Cammy Walters 
mandate of the people." According to Beede, one 0r 
Frontlash, a youth labor the mo~t impressive aspcct5 of 
organization, began in 1970 to Solidarity Day was the number_ 
counter the backlash of of different interests rcpresen-
student protest in the '60's and ted. Groups ranging from the 
further social prog1 ess It is NAACP and NOW to the 
supported by labor unions and United Mine workers, worked 
individuals, and Berkowitz together to bring about 
says, "We became involved change. Something Beede says, 
with Solidarity Day because "That is unprecedented in the 
we felt it was a good way to history of the American 
show the president the people political system." 
are being affected by the The problem with Solidarity 
budget cuts." Day, according to its_ critics is 
~- ' 
the fragile nature of the 
coalition formed. It remains 
to be seen if the cooperation 
established for the one day 
rally can hold together long 
enough for any real change to 
be brought about. 
"I ( the coalition holds 
together and can- build up an 
organized campaign, it 
(Solidarity Day) will be a 
significant factor in the 1982 
elections, if not the impact of 
the rally will be small." 
Gerontology~ 
A New Mi1m@r 
by Brian Walsh credits - are divided into t,vo 
A minor degree in geren- courses, Introduction to 
tology will be a new offering Gerentology and a Field Work 
of the Allied Health Program course. The other three credits 
here at Ithaca College. The arc divided into three one 
minor will be open to any credit modules. 
student in the college, and will The Field Work course will 
offer students courses in at be similar to a wor_k experien-
least three of the college's six ce. Facilities within the area 
schools. The minor is expec- such as Ithacare and Oakdale 
"ted to be available for student will be used to ' familiarize 
enrollment this coming Qc- students with the surroundings 
tober-. of an elderly life. 
Although the minor is being _ Students will have six credits 
administered by the School of of electives to choose from. 
Allied Health many of the Some electives are already in 
courses oeing offered are from exsistance and four new ones 
outside the Allied Health have been developed. These 
prQgram. According to Steve new courses are three credits 
Farrar, as·sistant dean of allied each . and the titles are: 
health, "This is the most ex- Psychology of Aging, Social 
citin$ aspect of this minor. Work and Social Policy of 
courses not only from Allied Aging, - Biophysiology of 
Health ,but f~om the Schools of Aging and Health Nutrition of 
Physf~ai Ed;cation ancf ,.., Aging. 
Humanities and Sciences wfff &e Currently the gerentology 
offered." minor is still in the planning 
He further added, "Any stages. New courses that have 
major is open to the been developed by various 
pr_ogram". This opens the 1sc~ools are in the process af 
mmor degree not only to allied bemg voted on for approval by 
health majors but to. others, fa~ulty and curriculum com-
such as physical education m1ttees. Once each school ha!> 
majors, speech pathology ap~rovcd its ~ew course of-
_Dancers 1n·s1ep with Ali Abdullah's WestAfrican Dance ff(orkshop . .. 
~ majors and business majors. ·fenngs the entire proposal will 
5- A total of fifteen credits is be assembled and submitted to 
-;, needed for the minor. The the Academic Proposal ·com-
.6 course selection starts out with mittee. This committee has 
~ nine · required credits. Six college wide jursidiction on 
""'."'---.....,,...._--..,..-------------------~--------;..___:J · continuedonpuge5 
a .. 
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What speaker would you like to see at Ithaca College? 
Marty Christofferson Bus. '82 
Archie Bunker or Pres. 
Reagan 
Hank Hayes Explor. '84 
Daniel Elsberg 
Theresa Heitzma·n P. T. '85 
Irma Bambeck 
Todd Keenhold P.E. '85 
Hubie Brown 
Jane Maltzan P.T. '85 
Alan Alda 
Paula Giovinazzo Studio Art 
'82 
Alan Alda 
Garry Hazen P.T. '85 
Alan Alda 
Judy Healy P.T. '85 
Roy Campanala 
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For the fourth _consecutiv~ year. Ithaca College will have 
two Parent's Weekends. One will be sponsored by IC\ ad· 
ministration , and the other, by the Afro-Latin Society. The 
main reason for the separate Parent's weekends, according 
to Juliet Bailey's article on paw~ 4, of this week's Ithacan, is 
that ""black and Latin students felt they were not having 
enough inptit in to the campus wide Parent's Weekend." 
The issue revolves around space and time consideration'>. 
In 1978 when ALS members w:crc unable to reserve certain 
faciliti!'s during times they"destred, they started havin~ a 
separate weekend to aceomodatt> their needs. · 
If this is the main reason for the separate weekend, then a 
campus wide understandin~ of this reason is required. Most 
IC community members an: unaware of this reason. 
Without this understanding. feelings of l!'nsion and 
isolation can develop and destroy any f eelin~s of unity 
within the IC community. 
If. within one weekend there is not cnou~h time and room 
for activiti<'s to r<'pres!'nt all of Ithaca College. rlwn perhaps 
having- two separate werkPrHls is the lwst solution. 
But, it seems that 111or!' of an pff ort needs to f)(' made to 
unify the weekends and fairly represent the who}p school . 
. We must realize that 1hr two separate weekends do not 
result from a blatant attempt at "eparation. hut what seem 
to he practical considerations. But, we should not merelv 
accPpt the situation. · 
Ohviom;ly. cvpry or~anization. ~roup and duh within IC 
cannot rest>rve the most desirahlt' campus facilitips durin~ 
the most desirahlP time i.lot~, hut perhaps tlwre is a need for 
a fair eompromisP. Without a compromise then• will 
prohahly continue to be separate Parent'i;; Wct>kends. one 
result of which is further misrcpres!'ntation of IC to all tlw 
parenL'i .. 
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Supporting 
Firefigh tel"§ 
To the Editor: A firefighter is a special 
Since the beginning of this breed of man. He risks his life 
school year, the Ithaca Fire ·to combat flames fumes and 
Deparlinent has begun intense heat whe~ a fire oc-
monito\-ing capacities at the curs. He risks his life to 
downtown bars. This new en- protect and save the lives of 
forcement of capacity codes others:· 
has brought a great deal of What does all this have to 
controversy to the downtown do with col)nting heads on 
area. The owners of the bars weekends? It has a lot to 
are angry because this cuts in- do with it. How many o~ners 
to their profits. More upset- would prevent a firefighter 
ting than that however, is the from entering their bar if it 
reaction of the college studen- was burning? How many 
ts. It is incredible to think that students would shout ob-
educated young adults would scenities at the firefight'crs if• 
shout at the fire inspectors as their friends were trapped' in 
they pass through the bars. It the back of ~a fully involved 
N:..""l" ...... iOQ11'0 A: \XATO\~~~ '~1 • . 0 , · ' lllllluuw. ftvv«.lUL \l.,ill..fl.~ ·. \· -. : 
. - . . 
By Miriam Chilton . 
As a college student, I can 
understand an·d see how easy,jt 
is to become consumed by the 
rigid structur of an academic 
envin;mment. But my often 
silent cry is that with out 
present nuclear arms policy, 
we have been forced to 
recognize that our intellectual 
community (as wel! as all other 
communities) is threatened 
with extinction. 
Today, the - United States 
and the Soviet Union possess 
50,000 nuclear weapons. In 
half an hour, a fraction of the 
weapons can destroy all the 
cities in the northern 
hemisphere. Still yet, over the 
next decade, the United States 
and Soviet Union plan to build 
over 20,000 more nuclear 
warheads, along with a new 
generation of nuclear missiles 
and aircraft. 
I strongly believe the time 
has come to make a conscien-
tious effort to bridge. the gap \without Winners", which in-
between w~at \~e study and the eludes interviews -\~ith fdrnier 
world we hve m. We can no CIA Directors, m1htary exper-
longer hide behind books and. ts, and American and Soviet 
class assignments. We must I citizens, will be shown Thur-
direct some of our effort · sday, September 24, at 8:00 in 
towards stopping the deadly · G 111. The film will be 
nuclear arms race. ' followed by a discussion on 
Some energy has been direc- · nuclear weapons and local 
ted. A local group of Ithacans support of tl.e national effort 
and students have organized a to end the ar111s race. 
group called the Tompkins The progr -1m should prove 
County N~clear Weapons to be very educational and 
Freeze Campaign (TCNWFC) .• worthwhile. If you have any 
Since its birth (May '81), the questions or just want to talk 
TCNWFC hll:s accomplished about this subject, IC contacts 
educating and mobilizing are: Joel Savishinsky-
many against the increasing Soliology Dept.-x3153; Lin 
threat of nuclear arms. The Nelson-Academic Advisin: 
TCNWFC is trying to reach Lau, a Lewis-Academic Ac.I 
out to the Ithaca College cam- vising; Gary Thomas-Antro. 
pushy organizing a visual and Dept.-x3146; Linda Finlay-
informational exhibit which is Philosophy Dept.-x3303; 
being displayed on the secpnd Peter Kardas-Politics Dept.-
floor of Gannet (Sept. 21- x3153; Mike Yarrow-
Oct. 23). Sociology Dept.-x3153: and 
In conjunction, the Miriam Chilton-student-273-
documentary film "War 8923. 
Don~it Polluite -
To the Editor: 
Just this morning I stepped 
out of my dorm in a gr'eat 
mood after a great weekehd. 
. As soon as I saw the Terrace 
Courtyard my attitude 
changes. lt was covered with 
beer cans, bottles, empty six 
pack, cigarette packs, butts, 
etc. Lately the whole campus 
has been looking that way. 
Ther.e is really no reason for it. 
is even mo,re unbelievable t~at building? What is more im-
one bar owner· would refuse portant to people, being able , 
Presumably we go to college 
to mature out thJnking, to 
acquire good judgement, to 
broaden our understanding 
and knowledge and hopefully 
we have or will learn so,me 
common sense. 
Ithaca College is our home for 
9 months out of the year. Lets 
treat it like our home. We all 
pay a good deal of money to 
coine here. Everything the 
college offers is for us. If we 
abuse what we have, we o~ly 
hurt ourselves. The campus is 
a reflection on us--The 
Students. The next time you 
have a beer bottle, a cigarette, 
or some other garbage, think 
twice. You don't have to be 
on the deans list to figure out 
what to do with it. Use a little 
common sense. If probably 
won't even take anymore time 
and the results will be great. 
It's our college, let's treat it 
well and have some pride. 
Scott Winer 
entrance to the firefighters. to drink in a huge crowded 
It· seems to be the popular bar, or prov_iding protection to 
opinion that these. inspectors the lives of the drinkers. 
are out FUin 'everyone's good Perhaps the Ithaca 
time. That they are merely firefighters would rather count 
· harassing the owners. This heads on a Friday night, ,in-
could not be farther from the stead of counting bodies the 
trnth. mornin after. 
. \\~:·:>>·', 
,.,._ :u?! " 
I 
_,,·· 
Jthacu. 'is represenu!._d. in -Washington rally Saturd.ay 
,, 
· .. .,, 
We can all have just as good 
a time and better if we respect 
and take-care of what we have. 
sr:::T ,CZT ,4Z7.&::T ,a::, ,::::::n:::::7 &::?L::!T ,t:::::T .C:::n:::,, ;C:7 &:,7 ..,c;T,t::7.c::7 ~ ,CT ,&:7 .a:? .c::, ~ 
~ ~ 
,. ~ Union-Confusion J 
1 D!~ '5 ·-. II ijij n,~- r•; 
'\f.'·eoi' 
· fll1 · .• ·· ..... _ _ : .~.:. I by Joe Halpern, Ithacan Obser- way across the room. ~ 
[,
~ . -;.,.-: .. , '•'.\,: .. ,;:;...~·I ver - "How was the Simon and~, )< ·· -~:J~t,"i<;·~,.,·t -·l"! 1· Standing beside the infor- Garfunkel concert?" f'\ 
. ·r. .. ·.. " .~ · '., . t. mation desk, two young men "Great. There were~ 
.i 1 :,, : , !.,;... 1 ~ exchanged_ weekend stories. thousands there. They played a~ \<·~/ , .. ~--· . , -; ~ :Qeh~nd t~em forms a long .line lot from the movie." ~ 
· .. :- '·: -~-- ., '.y; I of impatient cash checkers. A woman on the pay phone~ 
· · .. .;.~ ,.,.., · J I An~ ov_er i~ the Cro~sroads, the laughed hysterically, causing a~ 
~ ••f'-1,! · I radio disc Jockey dehcately cues few heads to turn. A student~ 
. ,t:"'. _: ~ 111-up another rock'n'roll record. with a backpa~k over his~ ~ .. ~ ' : On weekdays, the Ithaca shoulder made his way out of~ 
c; _ t} ·. ,. -~ ~ <=:ollege UnJo~ buzzes with c_ar- The Junction, B:i,gcl crumbs~ 
-- · - ~ mval conviction. Everythmg, hung from the sides off his~ 
. ~ 0:·.z.... ~ from personal drama to group mouth. ~ 
· , I comedy gets played out on the A small group gathered.~ 
• -I first floor of Egbert Union. around a table outside the Pub. ~ 
~ ":,ut down how rude people They hunched _over to inspect~ 
~are, demanded a woman college rings. A few walked~ 
~behind ,the information desk. It away rolling their eyes. ~ 
~was ' rush hour" or five A torn banner dangled from~ 
jminutes before classes. Studen- the wall. In another minute it~--
lts _d3:5hed in and out. of,_ the will fall to t?e ground. _ . ~ 
lbmldmg, usu.ally bumping .mto The placid atmosphere i~ in-I 
i.one another. terrupted by the sounds oftii 
~ A few minutes later, the scampering feet. The room lill~t 
~Union was peaceful once again: up with congestion and convcr-f .. 
~Relaxed students lounged - on sations overtaking other~. II j., !4 I soft cushions and read. Daily five minutes before "i.:las~es ir I 
tNews or New York Times, A the Union. ·· ~ 
~ conversations made their • .-.- ·----·- ____ 11' 'Ar,,,.,..,.,..,..,,,,,,,..,,...,,...,,111:?' __ 'IIJ::T ___ __.4:7 _,a 
- . 
....... ~ -~ .. •• --.> • '!. ·'-:"". ,.• -, '••'•'II.I .; ..... -..-. - ~ . - .. ',. . 
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Stlldent G ' OV to P ·t· . ' OS1·10DS 
By Robin Wine government of the all-college cial budget cuts on financial 
Five new positions have committee. This committee, aid and student loans. 
been added to student gover- made up of students, faculty Leech said this position was 
ninent this year, according to and staff is comprised of in effect three or four years· 
Jim Leech, president of student government represen- ago at I.C. but was discon-
studcnt government. tatives ,in areas such as tilrned. He went on to say, 
"Most of these are director- academic calendar, campus ,:We're re-affiliating because 
ship positions"· says Leech. life, traffic appeals board, there are many benefits we can 
"They have been created to library, academic policies, do for students, the main one, 
increase the effectiveness and communications and pre- attacking the problem of 
efficiency of _student gover- medical sciences. financial aid. There are other 
nment." Another position added to benefits in terms of student's 
The first of these positions student government this year rights and opening a few doors 
is director of personnel is director of independent for the students at I.C. on the 
recruitment. Thi~ position student coalition (I.S.C.). state and national level." 
was tried out last year, but was This pos1uon is presently Last year student gover-
finalized this fall. Rob Claus -open. The director of I.S.C. is nment sent out a random 
is the director and has many responsible to Steve Hansler, questionnaire asking students 
responsibilities. student trustee and member of what.they'd like to see student 
"His job is one of recruit- the executive board to student government doing for them. 
ment, publicity, interviewing gove!nment. One large response was in-
, people and explaining the ··"It's a very 'important creasing fin~n.cial aid: and 
1 various aspects of student position. This person will be thus, t.he pos1t1on of _director 
government and trying to find -· coordinating a branc,h of the...:. of I.S.C. ~a~ re-estabhshed. 
something they'd be good at," I.S.C. here on campus. I.S.C. The third newly ~r~ate_d 
explains Leech. is based in Albany. It is a st_udent governm~nt pos1!10n 1s 
Leech believes that by fit- collection of people working director of ~ubhc relatlons .. 
ting the candidates to the best in the name of higher Am_y_ Rashm holds this 
suited position, one which in- education for the students on a positi,on and w~rks_ under the 
corporates their skills and in- state and national level," ex- v .p. ~f co~~unicauon. 
terests, the' . efficiency of plains Leech. . " T~1~ pos1t10n ~as created to 
student government will im- Student gov~rnment is fac)ht~te and increase com-
prove. looking for a person interested mu01cat10n t~ _the _students, 
In addition to recruitment, in lobbying and government. faculty, _administrat10n and 
Rob is the supervisor for the Some of the things they would staff," said Leech. 
representatives for student like to see changed are finan- Som; of the responsibilities 
By Juliet Bailey 
The first Afro-Latin Society 
Parents Weekend took place 
in the fall of I 978. The reason 
given for having a separate 
weekend was that black and 
latin students felt they were 
not having enough input into 
the campus-wide Parents 
Weekend. 
Since then, there have bee,, 
two more ALS Parents 
Weekends and another one is 
planned for this fall. There 
arc mixed feelings on the sub-
ject from students, ad-
ministration, and parents. 
an::o 
singing, and all technical 
aspects of the theater that were 
not offered otherwise. Kuum-
ba has enabled non-drama 
majors to be a part of play._ 
productions. 
Mike Page. director of 
Kuumba said it is just not 
technically possible to have 
two plays in the same 
weekend. There would be 
problems with technical crews, 
wiring, and equipment. All 
this time he said that the 
drama department has reached 
a ·"positive understanding" 
and "there arc no malicious 
feelings between the drama 
department and Kuumba." 
involved incluqe writing a 
brochure on student gover-
nment to be distributed cam-
pus-wide, slide-tape shows ex-
plaining the functions · of 
student government, working 
with the focus newsletter staff 
and doing promotional work 
for student government. 
Director of development is 
another new position this year. 
Presently held by Lori Van 
Dusen, the director of 
development is geared towards 
organizing and setting up 
training sessions for - a9y 
aspect of student government. 
"This position was created 
to help people build their 
skills," Leech explains. 
"Hopefully it will make-the 
students more effective in 
representing the constituency 
of which they are involved." 
'Lori Van Dusen is also in-
volved with the ARTIC staff-
to alleviate red tape at Ithaca 
College. This committee 
provides forms to all R.A.s 
and student representatives, 
and if a student has a problem 
he/she can obtain a form, fill 
it out, and ARTIC will get 
back to him/her. Student 
government is aware that- the 
workings of the college can be 
Tim Sheares, a senior and 
an ALS member, noted that 
the first weekend took place in 
his freshman year. Most of 
the ALS members felt they 
were not having enough input 
into the weekend. Most of the 
facilities were booked a year in 
advance and ALS said they 
received unpopular time slots, ' 
either in the early morning or 
during the football game. 
Sheares said that originally 
ALS wanted to stay with the 
campus-wide parents 
weekend, but "after having 
our own parents weekend, 
there wasn't anything the ad-
ministration could offer us.'' 
Overall, Page says "having 
another weekend is a spatial 
issue--there are more facilities 
available and more can be 
done." 
Dr. George Simms, director 
of the Educational Oppor-
tunity Program (EOP) said he 
would like to see something 
done about the issue of ha\ling 
two weekends for parents. 
Simms said every year the 
majority of minority parents 
express the sentiment to have 
one weekend and they tend to 
feel left out. 
· How can a boot that looks 
this good, this much in 
style, be over a hundred· 
years old? It's a Frye boot. 
Benchcrafted by skilled 
He says, "The ad-
ministration made the mistake 
by allowing us to have the first 
weekend. Now the ad-
ministration can't. stop it since 
facilities can be booked 
anytime." 
One of the major reasons 
why the ALS say they need a 
separate weekend is because 
the weekend is centered 
around a play put on by 
Kuumha, a cultural repertory 
dub providing cultural talents. 
Kuumba came inco exisJence 
Ill t·nrouragc such talents as 
Afrie~m ' dancing. gospel 
He said there are a lot of 
advantages to having one 
weekend and that "all studen-
ts will gain a lot from having 
all parents toge_ther for the 
weekend. "I hope that 
whatever ac(ivities are plan-
ned, that ALS students will get 
adequate facilities and that 
minority parents will be kept 
in mind," said Simms. -
Simms also expressed the 
hope that .someone from ALS 
could become part of the 
overall parents weekencl plan-
ning committee since _ there 
seems to be a scheduling · 
problem. 
hands the same way since 1863. 
So while the styles may change 6ver-the 
years, the quality always remains the same._ 
The best. 
"SHOES 1~() BOlJ1," 
PYRAMID·MALL 
ITHACA., N~Y. 
complex and frustrating and· 
the ARTIC staff helps studenr 
ts through their problems con-
fidentially. 
The final. new. position is 
director· of clubs. Jamies 
Leeker holds this position and 
"he is basicly 'in charge of 
communicatfon with the fifty 
or so · clubs student gover-
nment ·recognizes and allocates 
money to," reports Leech. 
This pbsition is responsible 
for funding the rugby team 
and women's ice hockey team. 
Leech stresses, "If someone 
wants to start a club they can 
come here and will be infor-
med of the process and 
procedures.'' 
, Although most of the new 
created directorship positions 
hav~ been filled there are still 
many positions open to 
students interested in student 
government. 
Leech concludes: "We arc 
looking for assistants to all of 
the directors. If people are in-
terested, please come see Rob 
Claus in the student gover-
nment office on the third floor 
of Egbert Union. If you give 
us your time, we'll give you 
the experience." 
Sep~em_be.r24, 1981 
New ba1Jking system wouid eliminate time restrictions on check 
cashing. 
Alternative ~anking: 
A.n IC Possibility 
By Liz Costopoulos Students would also have 
Ithaca College is exploring access to their accounts on 
the possibility of e~panded campus whenever they needed 
banking facilities or. campus. money. Sgrecci said he 
Carl Sgrecci, controller, has realizes that a student's need 
formed a committee to deter- for money does not start and 
mine the banking needs of the stop with check cashing hours. 
faculty, staff and students. Provisions for an alternative 
The committee was formed banking system are being fur-
last year when an alternative ther evaluated by the commit-
to the current system was first tee. They will be examining 
examined. The committee is student responses to the 
made up of: Sgrecci; faculty Banking Needs Survey con-
membe-r; Fahri Unsal, staff ducted last year by a team of 
member; Linda Longwell, and marketing research students. 
student representative, April The proposals submitted by 3 
\ 
Sherman. An additional local banks will also be 
student representative is eval~ated. 
currently being chosen. Segrecci said the committee 
The committee visited has made the decision to use 
SUNY Bin_ghamton and is ATM's (Automatice Teller 
optimistic that ,a system Machines). Still being con-
similar to their own would be sidered are placement of the 
most effective at I~haca machines and which bank to 
College. This system utilizes a supply them. Funding for the 
Marine Midland money-matic system will by provided by the 
card machine. Students use a bank which installs it. 
personalized card to withdraw Segrecci added that the 
money from their accounts committee is_ optimistic and 
through the machrne. · views, alternative banking 
Sgrecci said the advantage· facilities as a beneficial service 
of fhis system is that Marine to the Ithaca College Com-
Midland is a state-wide bank. munit . . 
This means a student coul 
withdraw money from an 
branch at anytime. 
•FRENCH *GERMAN *SPANISH 
BOOKS 
Widest Selection 
Lowest Prices 
Special Orders 
THEBOOKERY 
Dewitt Mal( 
. 27~-5055 
·Fireplace 
Accessories 
. the iro_n shop 
on the commons 
· 272-5101 
aelltabow. 
" . : 
FOR YOUR NEXT-HEAD TRIP, 
T~ - HAIRY CANARY. WE _ 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
. CUTS~ HENNAS· AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH .Of- YOU. _ 
AIRY.GlhARY 
·116 N. CAYU,G'A STREET ~ln~ide the ~linton House) 
1 
'273-2221 
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· Campu§ Reps Elected 
by Scott Purdy 
Students took to the polls 
on Wednesday, Sept. 6 to elect 
dormitory and school 
representatives. As expected, 
voter turnout was light. 
The· newly elected represen-
tatives atterfded . a workshop 
about student government 
Sunday evening. Student 
Congress will convene for the 
first time on Tuesday, Oct. 22. 
Many dorms are still / 
without representatives. If the 
dorm that you live in is one of 
these and you would like to 
become one, contact your 
R.A. or the Stucfent Gover-
nment office. 
The new representatives are: 
Bogart -- Grant Ashley 
Cooper 
Eastman Stacey Kadish 
Hood Andrea Marucca 
Talcott Matt Toback 
Hilliard Constance Shaw 
Rowland Jim Greene 
GA 26 Scott Hahn 
GA 27 Diane Vaccaro Students voted in the Egbert . 
GA 28 Lydia Riopka Union to elect the campus reps. 
West Tower Michele Oliver 
Tl 
T2 
T7A 
T7B 
T8 
T 11 
T 12 
HH 
HH 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
H&S 
H&S 
Music 
Shelley Whitlock 
Debbie Benson 
Sue Calman 
Amy Wies 
Erica Tener 
Janice Wolffe 
Marie Hopper 
Rich Marsl1all 
Carlos Valez 
Gigi Becker 
Paul Leone 
Jackie Finkestein 
Jennifer Hamd 
Brian Brown 
Rob Claus 
Peter Demas 
Debbie Littrell 
HPER Eve Friedman 
Business Hester Criswell 
Allied Health Michelle 
Ingram 
Communications 
Lasser 
Mindy 
\ ,. 
* ~erontology 
contmuedfrom page I 
approving new programs. It 
will have the final vote on the 
gerentology minor. 
Once the Academic 
Proposal Committee approves 
the gerentology minor studen-
ts will be able to enroll in the 
program. 
Students intere.sted in 
enrolling for the gerentology 
minor should get in contact 
with the Allied Health office 
located in the bottom floor of 
Rowland Hall. 
ANO THE.Re. YOU ARE PoU<S ! APTER. 12. 7 CONSECLJ17VE TDRCH 
5WAlLOUJ.~_SE.R.GE llelcE ACWALLY PREFeR£7HEiASTE CF 
01,,D VIENIYH t'ANMIAN-B*ER TO A t;lA5.S CF R£'15£/.11-GLa:5 
/;NAMEL ! WHAi" ex.AC:TLY ARE. YOf.)R. Cd.1MENT51S61<1f£? 
VERY !?£TT£R17./AN R£[),.. Bur NOT MA Y8{;' ee1ER 
THAN Yal..atJ! SER(£,f:!5§ YEt.i.DU/ ENM1&! 
Most people prefer Old Vienna 
to almost anythinga 
-- This advertisement is a blatant qttempt to 
persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
Old Vienna Canadian Beer 
lm_ported by Century Importers, Inc., B~ltimore, Maryland 
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Abortion' :c~~t:rroversy 
Ilnte:rm§~ <Ca~pus Topic_ 
Lceadce:rr§hip wo:rrlrnhop 
By Diane Vaccaro 
The Office of Campus Ac-
tivities is sponsoring a leader-
ship development workshop 
~he first weekend in Octobe.r at 
the Cayuga Nature Center. 
The workshop is open to all 
students interested in 
developing their talents and 
. skills into a more effective 
leadership role. 
In the past, students from 
all majors, organizations, and 
clubs have attended. Some of 
these students now belong to 
the Leadership Advisory 
Board under the direction of 
Sharon Policello, director of 
campus activities. 
Student Board members 
by Leroy Johnson 
Interested in camping? 
Worried about the cost of ex-
pensive camping equipment or 
you c.an not find camping 
grounds? Well, now your 
worries are over. There is a 
new service on campus called 
the Center for Outdoor 
Recreation Experiences 
(CORE). CORE provides 
camping infdrmation on 
anything from camp sites to 
books on camping. CORE 
also rents out camping equip-
ment. The group has 
everything a camper ne~ds: 
are: Wendy Cohen, Jeanne 
Raftery, Stephanie Obermeir, 
Patty Dworakowski, Peeka 
Bunnell, Doug Clauson, Lori 
Van Dusen, and Ellen 
Y oungstein. 
Students and faculty mem-
bers have developed the 
workshop and have come up 
with a list of things they will 
try to focus in on. Some of 
these are; trust, motivation, 
supervisory roles, morale 
building, support, alleviating 
red-tape, and improving 
communication channels. 
The workshop will allow for 
various social functions, 
designed to provide breaks as 
well as offer time to gain prac-
tents, mess kits, trail packs 
and more. At a very 
reasonable rate. 
- In 1973, Roger Eslinger, 
director of Egbert Union, 
made camping equipment ac-
cessable to the Ithaca College 
community. In 1980, Amy 
Ziman, a recreation field work 
student, formed CORE as it is 
today. , 
In its first year, CORE held 
a workshop called "Do it qut-
doors, Chapter One." In this 
workshop, students actively · 
participated in first aid, how 
tc• build a fire with.out mat-
') 5:'~:~/, THE 
, ·
6
· ·,, TIME 
HASCOME. 
tical experience in the areas 
mentioned above. 
The cost of the workshop is 
$20 for the entire weekend, 
October 2-4. This includes 
meals and camp costs. · 
Peeka Bunnell, who has 
participated in the workshop 
says, "It gave me the oppor-
tunity to meet and observe 
other campus leaders.'' She 
added, "It provided me with 
the insight into effective group 
processes, and. on the whole 
was a fantastic experience." 
All students are encouraged 
to participate in the workshop; 
even . if they are not an 
established campus leader. 
ches, how to find food an'd 
other related topics. In ad-
dition, CORE displayed cam-
ping equipment during the 
SAB activities fair. The group 
also took part in the Cayuga 
Nature Center's inter-
collegiate weekend. 
"One of the goals of core is 
to create an appreciation of 
the outdoors," according to 
Amy Ziman. 
For more 
conatact Amy 
Egbert Union 
274-3 49. 
in formation, 
Ziman in the 
office or call 
(CPS) -- When Ronald Reagan various groups tried to force 
nominated., Sandra Day university and student· gover~-
O'Connor to fill the vacancy nment leaders to take a stand 
on the U.S. Supreme Court, on the issue. 
initial opposition to her cen- Over the last three academic 
tered around a 1974 vote she years, various California-
made while a state legislator. student groups have sued to 
An amendment to the bill in regain student fees that have 
question would have banned paid for abortion counseling. 
abortions at Arizona state The most recent attempt came 
colleges and universities. at San Diego" State, where 
O'Connor voted no, she later dozens of students withheld 
testified, because the abortion· their student fees in protest. A 
amendment didn't have much state judge eventually ruled 
to do with the tax bill to which the use of student fees for 
it was attached. abortions was permissable. 
In those days, abortion "It's the biggest social issue 
wasn't much of an issue on we deal with," remarked one 
campuses anywhere. Things northeastern student body 
have changed. Though most president at the Aiperican 
polls indicate strong college Student Association conven-
support for abortion rights tion last summer. "When 
and the scanty statistics that anyone questions how studen-
are available suggest an in- ts fees are used, they want to 
creasing number of un- know about abortion." 
married, pregnant college A May, 1981 national sur-
women are opting for abor- vey by the Washington Post 
tion, campus Right to Life found similiar results, with IO 
groups have spread. The issue percent inalterably opposed to 
today is as intense on campus 'abortion, and the remainder in 
as elsewhere in the society. favor of it in varying degrees.-
At Arizona State, for exam- Studei:it attitudes toward 
pie, the issue sparked a round abortiqn seem to reflect those 
of pro- and anti- abortion of the 'Public at large, accor-
demonstrations last spring, as •continued on pa~e 12 
At,;ATA·c 
GAtt~DE~ 
rRtST ~NIJ 
HICKEY'S 
201 S. TIOGA ST 
ITHACA.Ny 
272-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
I= 
Ch ine·,e· A mt·rira" Food 
18 W. State Stret'I - 272- 7350 
!Fall Preseason Ski Sale: '., J ------------- ·--------
SAVINGS UP 11'0 50% 
Everything in the store is marked at least 
10°/4 off- skiis. boots. bindings. outerwear. 
tote bags - EVERYTHING! And there 
are many items - selected gloves, 
vests, windshirts, XC clothing, parkas -e.·e~~:5 
and bib pants - reduced as much as 50°/4! 
SPECIAJL SIG 'IPACKAGE PllUCES 
Novice, intermediate or beginner - we have a 
special foll package for you - from names 
such as Rossignol and K-2. Get ready 
for the slopes with the best, and SA VE 
in tf:te process. 
If you\e among the fi~ 300 
customers. register to win 
the parka of your choice 
(up to $150). 
No purchase is necessary. 
1001 WEST SENECA STREET. llliACA 
(NEAR TlfE OCTOPOS) PHONE 272·6944 
MOl"f. · WED. 9 · 5:30, llfURS. & FRI. 9 · 8, ~ T. 9 · 5. 
.MEED HELP· 
WITH YOUR 
STUDENT LOAN1 
If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Srudcnr Loan or 
a ~Jtional Direct Student Loan m;:ide after October 1, 1975, c1 in:--iJL~r 
spending a couple of years in the Army. . 
If you train for certain specialties. the gon~mment \\'ill relec1se 
you from 1/3 of your indebtedness ( or $1,500, w hichcver is greater I for 
each year of active duty.. _ 
Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100~ of your Jeht. 
But if you sign up for the Ar;my's exclusive tv.·o~year enlistment option. 
we11 still cancel 2/3 of your debt. . ,, . -
Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives. 
To find out how to serve your country and get out of deht. call 
the number below. 
MUft BE ALLYOU CAN .BE. 
. . --.,. 
•s.F .C.808 GERRISH 
'. 
' 
' 
I• 
I 
I 
l I 
I 
710 'W_.STATE ST .;ITHACA, N. Y. 
- TEL.:272-1101 
--~-- _ J 
' ' ~I 
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The lthacan's Guid~ to Arts and Entertainment 
ADeJohnette 
and Chick Duet 
by Howard Altman 
If there is a wavelength pf 
rhythm coursing through the 
atmosphere, · then Jack 
DeJo~ette and Chick Corea 
are -two musicians who are 
definitely tun~d in. 
Although the show was 
originally billed as a solo per-
formance by DeJohnette, 
rumors began spreading about 
a second artist and were con-
firmed minutes before the in-
side doors at the Strand were 
opened last Friday night. 
Chick arrived. 
DeJohnette, with a 
backround in classical piano, 
opened up the show by 
creating a soft, introspective 
mood with his emotional 
command of, a special grand 
piano th~t had to be trucked in 
from Syracuse. He 
mesmerized the audience with 
smooth, soft melodies that 
lulled the small crowd at the, 
Strand into a premature tran-
ce, only to be broken when 
DeJohnette moved from th"e 
piano to the drums. 
Once behind the drums, 
DeJohnette rattled off 
divergent patterns and rhythms 
which built up to a thundering 
crescendo. , He constantly 
changed rhythm and. tempo. 
leading the audience down one 
' '. 
Lisa Birnbach. "Preps" awaj 
,. 
path, only to change mid-
stream. 
DeJohnette. is so swift and 
fluid on the di-urns that his 
hands were always· one step 
ahead of the sound. It was 
almost impossible to visually 
follow DeJohnette's trek 
across the drum set; because if 
you did, you would be so con-
fused by the difference bet-
ween where his hands were at 
any given moment and where 
the sound was coming from, 
you would be lost in a trail of 
dust. 
The expression on 
DeJohnette's face was one of 
total concentration and com-
mitment. There was the 
feeling he was there only in the 
physical sense - that his mind 
was off in some far corner of 
the universe, picking up and 
relaying the wavelength of 
rhythm he found in deep 
space. . 
After DeJohnette went back 
to the piano, Chick Corea 
walked onto the stage in the 
middle of Jack's solo and 
picked up the drumsticks. The 
two musicians glided on dif-
ferent tangents, each making 
. his presence known until they 
came together and meshed in-
to a tight unit. 
The show really took off 
when Chick took the piano 
and Jack, the drums. Chick 
seemed more comfortable on 
the piano and showed it as the 
two burned the Strand with 
blistering improv. They filled 
the holes so well, it was hard 
to believe there were only two 
musicians on stage. 
It wasn't until DeJohnette 
picked up an electrified 
melotron that the two showed 
their complete range and ver-
satility. They ran the gamut 
from funk to a tease of the 
blues, alternating between 
pure spaced out improvisation 
to more familiar riffs and 
carrying the audience .UP and 
down an emotional escalator. 
There was enough energy 
put out on stage to light up a 
small city. If there were some 
method to plug into DeJohnet-
te and Corea while on stage, 
the energy shortage would be 
passe. After closing with a 
cover of Thelonius Monk's -
"Round Midnight", utter 
exhaustion manifested itself in E 
the weary expression of the '§l 
two musicians. There was a :: 
mutual feeling.in the audience. 8 
They were drained by the :r. 
performance and left the 
Strand with the good feeling 
of getting one's money's wor-
th. 
By· Rob Clause and Peeka 
·Bunnell 
Lisa Bimabach, editor of The 
.Official . Preppy Handbook, 
offered her "course" a·in Prep 
101 at Ford Hall Monday, 
September 21, at 8:00 p.m. 
Her lecture was sponsored by 
the Student Activities Board 
(SAB) Speakers Committee, 
chaired by Penny Downes. 
The show was a huge success 
and IC students, dressed 
fashionably jn their pinks and 
greens, turned out in large 
numbers for this preppy af-
fair. 
Birbach appeared on staged 
dressed straight out of her own 
Preppy Handbook. She wore 
"whoppee-time lime green 
socks", a pink and green Fair 
Isle pullover, and her ac-
cessories included a single 
~rarid of p~ili wd ilirimp 
model eaqings. In reference 
t:: to her attire, Miss Birnbach 
¾ commented, "It~ not easy 
.::! being a prep sex goddess, sim-~ ply becau~e we don't believe in 
·.: sex." 
UJ The lesson continued with 
Birnbach's somewhat unor-
thodox opinions on academia. 
"Academics and preppy, are a 
contradiction in. terms", said 
Jack DeJohnette wails on the drums 
Lisa. ·"Avoid those who are 
studying in the library tonight. 
Your parents didn't send you 
here to meet those kind of 
people; they're not good dan-
cers and they can't invite you 
to any good regattas." 
Some appropriate majors 
for those aspiring preps here at 
IC are English (which Miss 
Birnbach, herself, "tolerated'' 
at Brown), Art History (" Art 
History, is IC's way" of telling 
you, hey you look tired, why 
don't you take a nap for an 
hour- everyday.") and 
Philosophy ("Philosophy 
majors are posed with su2h 
questions as: if you were to 
walk into Brooks' Brothers, 
and no one sees you, can you 
prove that you were ever 
there?"). 
Concluding her chapter on 
academics, Birnbach stated, 
"The most important thing 
you can absorb in college is 
alcohol." 
In her next segment, "Bun-
ny", as she was called by her 
friends at Brown, emphasized 
the importance of alcohol con-
sumption. . "Bre\\'.skies" 
should proceed any function, 
social or academic. "At least 
once, make it a ·point-to throw 
up in public. After that you 
can never be embarrassed in 
public again." Especially in-
formative was the fact that 
when preppies drink, they "do 
it." 
Panty hose was Miss Bir-
nbach's recommended method 
of birth control.. However, 
please note, sex remains a last 
resort for the preppy woman, 
"Thus creating thousands of 
little preppies who can emulate 
their mummies and daddies 
and · carry on the prep 
tradition." 
Miss Birnbach gave a slide 
presentation depicting the 
well-dressed prep at work and 
play. After which she 
elaborated on how preppies 
spend their leisure time. 
"Love Boat", "Fantasy 
Island", and "Chips" are no-
no's, where as watching re-
runs of "I Love Lucy" ("They 
lived on the upper-east side"), 
The· Beverly Hillbillies ("sim-
ply because of Miss ·Jane 
Hathaway's perfect Locust 
Valley lockjaw"), and 
"Gilligan's Island" ("you've 
got to respect a couple like the 
Howells, who bring a trunk 
full of cash on a three-hour 
continued on next puJ!.e 
f ..• 
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T@d<dl Hobinl°~B·and 
Pack§ the Arcade 
BY Sandy Brovenn;n released in 1978, and their voice. 
With feet stomping and second, Passion and the Pain, Their originals, featuring 
hands soaring high, rock & was put out last year. The the ever-popular "New York 
rollers came to hear the Todd band is planning to return to Country Song," satisfied all 
Hobin Band last Friday night at the studio in January. the Hobin fans, while 
the Arcade. The Central New Opening up the show last newcomers to Hobin's music 
York-based band had the Friday night was Paul Strowe, were tuned in with replications 
elbow-to-elbow crowd on their a very captivating solo per- of well-know!"} songs from 
feet throughout the entire former with ·his ovation variou~ artists. The two sets 
show. acoustic guitar. Soloing for of music, and encore including 
"Being able to enjoy what the past four years, Strowe "Lawyers, Guns, and 
we play-that's important to originates from Rochester, Money," and "Johnny B . 
. w,," says Todd Hobin, lead and has been touring with Goode," · were loaded with 
vocalist, songwriter, and core Todd Hobin since April '81. energy, and so was the audien-
of the band. The Todd Hobin Playing an intriguing seLof ce. 
Band is a v~ry tight, powerful Junes from Yes, Dan The Todd· Hobin Band -is a 
rock .. & roll band with a lot of Fogelberg, Jackson Browne, rather extroverted band, 
vitality and presence: Always Bob Seger, and the like, always~ reaching into the 
smiling and energetic, the Strowe somehow manages to crowd, smiling, and energetic. 
band is constantly stimulated capture and condense the full Although they captured most 
to arouse their audience. band sound into his solo voice of their audience, there was 
The band consists of five and guitar. Strowe needs no one flaw that may have turned 
versatile musicians: Todd one to back him up, for he is a some of them away. In their 
Hobin, on lead vocals and - classic, one-man act: eagerness to give the crowd a 
guitar; Shawn Hobin, on According to Hobin's good time, the band seemed to 
drums and vocals; Doug Mon- promotion manager, "Strowe lack reflection and introspec- · 
creitf, on keyboards, vocals, seems to get a sta_nding tion on stage. Perhaps if they 
and guitar; Bruce Fowler, on ovation wherever we go." toned down the smiling, and 
lead guitar and background Finishing up his set with a other outward motions, ·and 
vocals; and Mike Desnoyers, humorous, mumbled imitation took some time to look more 
on bass and background of Bruce Sprinsteen, once closely into themselves, and 
vocals. again, the crowd . called ·ror their music, their message 
Performing aboui 200 con- more, and Strowe returned to might have had a greater im-
certs a year, the Todd Hobin the. stage for an encore. pact. 
Band has toured the entire east Through a lot of audience in- Overall, the show was a 
coast, hitting every state from teraction, and his enchanting · success. Perhaps one of the 
Maine to Florida. They have musical talents, Strowe most outstanding features of 
played in concerts, bars, and aroused the audience for the the i;how's quality was the 
colleges, and have opened up yet to come Todd Hobin cohesiveness within the band 
for such greats as the Allman Band. (and Strowe), within the 
Brothers; and Hall & Oastes, After a short break, the crowd, and with all the people 
among others. Todd Hobin Band made their behind the scene. 
"We're a touring band," way on stage for two energetic There also seemed to be a 
says -Todd Hobin. But they sets of original· music, inter- very cohesive bond between 
have proven to be quite mixed with rock & roll hits the band and their Matrix 
productive in the studio also. from artists like C.S.N. and Y, sound and light team. 
The Todd Hobin Band has Jefferson Starship, Joe Walsh, Shading, mixing, blending, 
two albums out; both on the and Bob Seger. For the Seger and highlighting,. the Matrix 
Aries label. Their first album, tunes, Strowe returned to ·the crew enhanced the performan-
The Todd Hobin Band, was stage to reproduce Seger's ce wi\h style. 
t!:ll D a i:a tnl c College Students a a c 1:1 a a ca i 
C3 - C 
o Cornell 0 TC3 ° Ithaca Colleae o 
IHAIRCUTSI 
~ Reg. Student½ ~ ~-
c Male :,C, El g Haircut .••..•....••• 8 50 4.25 ..- ~ 
c Female · c-) ~ ~ Haircut ........... 11.95 5.97 ,- m c 
~ incl~des shampoo & blo dry •. ~--.i
a (long hair slightly more) ~ • 1, m 
Cl This offer expires January 1, 1982 To be ~ 11 • / • Sil 
a eh!lible for th,s great savings you must '-".- . / ·a 
C present your student I D. ~.ard and one ,_,..- a 
Cl oth'!r source of 1dent1l1cat1or,. Na exccp- 408 E. STATE ST. tll 
ClJ lions ta this policy 272-7171 CJ 
~tH:rnl With thiS "'ad]afJCC&JEli!UJl!Jl'Jl!'Jl!t.HHHI 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads, rugs, and tablecloths 
-from India 
Don't just put thein on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover, how about curtains? 
Use ~ our imagination. ~~~oJ:I 
=ads $4 .. 95 
Rugs 
from 
House of Shalimar 
,.. Commons . Pyremi"d 
273-7.939 or 257-2222 
SHRIMP 
ON THE SALAD BAR 
!Ylie~~ 
Wirte Country 
Restaurant 
Phone 607-272-6484 
·'·: - Enjoy Our Harvest or.' ·. ·: 
Fine local Wines 
in New York State's 
. Most ,Beautiful Setting. .· 
' . . . 
WEEKDAYS Dinner is served 
from 5 - 10 PM. 
WEEKENDS until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on request. 
. SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM. _ . 
(Senior Cillzens 10% Discount) 
DIRECTIONS: , · 
Located on Route 13. 3 miles 
south of downtown Ithaca. 
Only 30 minutes from Elmira 
or 1 hour from Syracus~. -
The Charisma of Todd f{obin 
The Todd Hobin Band gears ' Other free time is devoted to 
their music to a mass audien- memorizing the L. L. Bean -
ce, giving the majority of.rock Catalog. "A true prep should 
& rQl!ers what they want to be able to recite the catalog 
hear. They have a lot paten- numbers and prices of all mer-
tial, and if they continue to chandise." 
expand their musical reper- Quinn Destal Eli, an IC 
toire, we should be hearing student and formal prep 
more of them. Stay tuned. school graduate concurred 
"PREPPY" continued from with Birnbach's presentation 
and added himself, ."anyone page seven 
tour.") · are how a preppy 
spends some of his -or her 
free time. 
can join the "PREP" scene--
it's a group of "Pretty Rowdy 
Endless Partiers." 
DO YOU WANT TO rFll V? 
41. 
Face 1t . you·ve always wonted to fly! Many of us have 
hod the feeling . . ., and tor some it hos never gone away. 
If you-hove that feeling, then you·re if11Uck. Air Force ROTC--
Flight Instruction Program (FIP) is available to you. It's design-
ed to teach you the basics of flight throug·h flying lessons in 
small aircraft at a civilian operated flying scliool.. 
The program is an EXTRA for cod,ets who can qualify to 
become Air Force pilots through Air Force ROTC. Token during 
the senior year in college, FIP is the first step for the cadet who 
is going on to Air Force jet pilortraining ofter graduation-: 
This is all r~served for cadets who wont to get their life off 
the ground .. with Air Force silver pilot wings. Check it·out to-
day. -
ROTC 
Gateway too gre~t way of life • 
Captain Joe ~allay 
-AFROTC Det 520 
. Cornell University 
Ithaca, N.Y.-14853 
Te,ephone: 256~400:( · 
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'-''DESSIE''~ 
By Nancy Fee 
-
"Dessie", a play about 
child abuse, is controversial in 
more ways than one. 
Following the 45 minute per-
formance last Wednesday 
night at the Strand, was a 
discussion between the two ac-
., tor-producers and the audien-
ce. The discussion ranged 
from topics on upbrfnging, to 
why Dessie was portrayed· as a 
"low-class loser." 
Ede 'Stewart, director of 
bo.oking and promotion for 
the Strand,- said "People 
became so involved in the-
discussion, we eventually had 
to ask them to leave! It was 
getting much too late.'' 
Written and performed by 
Linda and Conrad Bishop, the 
play has been performed 
nation-wide for the past five 
years. "Dessie" has been 
lauded for · its realistic 
representation of . problems 
·which face us all at one time or 
another. 
The play emphasized the 
THE ITHACAN-
frustrat&ms of child ab~se by 
depicting Dessie, a factory 
worker, separated from her 
husband, and whose only child 
has been taken by county 
authorities. Not until her 
mental health stabilizes will 
the authorities relinquish 
custody of the child. To her, it 
is the frustration of waiting 
for her son to return, com-
bined with bitter misunder-
standings she has with her 
father and her estranged 
husband, which complicate 
the web of problems which 
trap her. 
Although the play has been 
awarded by the American Bar 
Association, and has been suc-
cessful in many major cities,· 
attendance was sparse on 
Wednesday night, and was 
compoE-l!d primarily of 
women. 
Ede Stewart felt that causes 
might have been "a lack of 
advertising, and rumors saying 
the play might be depressing." 
One disappointment whi<;h 
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Stewart expressed ·was that the 
actors did not project their 
voices well enought and 
"meaning was sometimes lost 
because of this", said Stewart. 
Stewart also said the per-
formance was financially un-
profitable. "But," she added, 
"Even though the play lost 
money, the message was a 
necessary one." 
WICB FM: Ithaca's Source For Ro~k 
By Nancy Fee 
"Musical depth," says ICB 
FM Program Director, Mark 
Hauser, "is what distinguishes 
us from other stations in 
Ithaca." Because college 
audiences are used to learning 
new things, Mark feels that the 
Ithaca audience is very recep-
tive to their taste in music. 
"What makes us unique is 
that we're commercial free;" 
added Hauser. Because qf this 
aspect, programs can be:more 
creative with their time. For 
instance, during the Double 
Feature, Tuesday nights at 
11 :00, two brand new KP's are 
played in their entire.:y without 
frustrating commercial break-
s. "We want people to be able 
to turn on the radio and be 
able to hear the music they 
would be playing on their 
stereos; but without having to 
get up and flip the album." 
The most important aspect 
of this well-organized station 
is ·that .it combines hjghly 
popular programming with an 
opportunity for students to 
learn what it's like to sit 
behind the mike. "We're not 
out for the listeners who only 
want to win cars and freebies. 
Our audience listens because 
we do something different 
with out programming. In 
other words, we're out for the 
respect of listeners, not their 
money. This is what makes us 
unique. We can do this and 
teach people at the same time. 
It would be easy to sacrifice 
learning for ratings. But 
hopefully listeners can ap-
preciate that we're trying to 
bring them something dif-
ferent and creative." 
Anyone interested in of-
fering their energy to 92 WICB 
FM should contact Mark 
Information Concerning 
First Trimester Abortions 
ConfldendaJ Counseling 
. OFFICEOF 
UJJObltr0mmct 
Binghamton Plaza 772-67 5 7 
:~The LIVER~ 
TAVERN 
/f,,~a l>ri11k.'I ·.·1nyu.:lit-rP 
(, r,•ut ."'i1,;·ak.". & .'-inifood 
Jr arm.fri,•n~l_~· Atmos1,liPn• 
Si111,!-fl-l.o-11p Fri1l1n·&,"wurdt1)" 9:JO 
2027 .'-;1.,ATER Vlfl .. lE RI). 
ROUTE 79 EAST . 
PHONE 539-7724 
"To Keep Your Spirits \.!P" 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
H&H-
1.1quoR AND WIN~S-. 
CWSEST UQUO]? $10RE 
TOLC. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMON~ -
"Fealuring Che Finest Selection of N. Y. State Wines" 
-Afternoon . 
D_EL-iVERIES 272-2111 
Hauser or Leigh Wal den by 
calling the station at 274-3217, 
or· by dropping by in on the 
basement level of Dillingham 
Center. 
Support your college radio 
station. Listen to it and get 
involved if you're interested--
there is a place for everyone 
there. Below is a listing of new 
and well-established shows 
which are worth listening to on 
92 WICB FM; Ithaca's Source 
for Rock!! 
92 WICB FM Guide to 
Programs Mini Concert 
(Mondays 11 p.m.)- one hour 
of an artist who's had a hit 
album for three to four weeks. 
Double Feature (Tuesdays 11 
continued on next page 
Mark Hauser Promotes !CB 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE BUREAU OF CONCERTS AND 
THE STRAND THEATRE IN COOPERATION WITH WVBR, 
PROUDLY PRESENT : 
. . 
, I • 
. . . . 
. . 
•• • • ' • • > 
PAT METHENY 
GROUP 
$7:50 FOR I.C. STUDENTS 
$8:50 FOR 'fHE,GENERAL PUBLIC 
, $8:50 Ai::. THE DAY OF THE. SHOW 
TICKET LOCATIONS: 
THE EGBERT UNION, THE STRAND THEATRE 
RECORD PEOPLE, RECORD THEATRE -
. , . 
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Pirodu(Ction§ Begin ai IC Theate:rr 
By Allison Wahl 
The Ithaca College theater 
has already begun rehearsals 
for this season's productions. 
Six major plays are being 
staged in addition to three 
smaller "experimental" per-
formances designed to offer 
more acting opportunities for 
students. Ticket prices ~ave 
increased fifty cents this year, 
but the college is' offering a 
season subscription for 
patrons. 
seats in the house for· each 
show. , , _ 
Tickets are received at the 
beginning of the season, so 
there is no waiting in long lines 
to assure ,l! scat. If a problem 
arrises and subscribers cannot 
use their reserved ticket, ex-
changes will gladly be given up 
to the day before the show. 
Madwoman of Chaillot, .An-· 
drocles and the Lion, The Fan-
tod: A Victorian Reverie, and 
the musical of this year is · "t 
Follies; The "second season" "t 
plays include Uncommon· b: 
Women and Others, Sticks .::: 
and Bones and Taps. The box r.t 
office is open today for'season 
sbuscribers. 
Subscription holders are------------od .. .,,,,,,.,_iiilil 
also entitled to '_'An Evening 
with the Director." This 
allows you to sit in on one 
· rehearsal for every major 
production and talk with the 
director afterwards. A tour of 
the facilities is given with a 
demonstration of lighting and 
make-up techniques. 
Subscribers receive many 
extras in addition to seeing all 
the excellent shows. Head of the 
theater management at Ithaca 
College, Martin· Schulman 
says, "last year we didn't serve 
subscribers as well as we 
would have liked." To correct 
this, the theater is offering a 
season subscriber the best 
Tickets go on sale this week 
for the first major production, 
Drinks Before Dinner. Other 
major shows include The .__ _________ ...___,. Dillingham Ce1ter: A Source of Enier_tainment 
ICB 
-
continued from page nine 
p.m.)-Two brand new LP's 
played in entirety. 
Best of Broadway(Saturday 
12-2'.00 p.m.)-Two hours of 
Broadway hits. 
, The Snack (Wednt!sday 11 
p.m.)-Music and background 
of an artist with a fairly recent 
LP. 
Radio Wave (Thursday 11 
p.m.)-Ithaca's only New Wave 
Show. Two hours along with 
info on latest releases. 
Dusty Trax (Monday 10 p.m.)-
Noteworthy information of an 
artist who has had a long stan-
ding impact on rock and roll, 
or who no longer records. but 
left a mark on music. 
Jukebox Jamboree (Mondays 
11 - a.m.)-One ho1:1r of Big 
Band and pop music of the 
1940's and SO's 
Tides of Change (Tuesdays 10 
a.m.)-Music and community 
affairs of interest to women. 
Important members of the 
community are interviewed 
along with announcements of 
activities- and feature female 
artists 
Blue Progression(Wednesdays 
10 a.m., Saturday 2-6 a.m.)- -
Combination of music with 
emphasis on blues. 
NEW: Soul . Show(Wed-
nesdays 11 a.m., Mondays 2-6 _ 
a.m.)-Everything from jazz to 
rock with emph.asis on soul 
Reggae Explosion(Thursdays 
10 a.m.-12 p.m.)-all forms of 
reggae 
Hobo's Lullabye(Fridays 10 
a.m.)-An hour of folk . and 
blqegrass 
Jazz lmpressions(Moudays, 
Wednesdays, Thursdays 12-3 
p.m.;Tuesc;lays, Fridays 11-3 
p.m.; Sundays 6-10,a.m.)-The 
best in mainstream in 
traditional jazz 
Expansions(Sundays 10 p.m;-
2 a.m.)-One hour of requested 
Beatles tunes 
WHATS THE MATTER-
WITH YOUR DORM? 
IlIF ¥01U JLilVJE JIN ~ 
LANDON 
CLARKE 
LYONS 
HOLMES 
G.A. 25 
G.A.29 
JEASTTOWER 
WEST TOWER 
TERRACE 3,4,6,9,10 
AND OFF CAMPUS 
Ithaca Album ·courit(Simdays 
10 a.m.)-To keep listeners up-
to-date on what LP's are 
· selling in Ithaca 
On the Line.(Sundays 6 p.m,)-
An hour of phone-in inter-
views with outstanding mem-
bers of the Ithaca Community 
to discuss current issues 
The Ithaca Perspective(Sun-
days 7:30p.m.)-Discussion of 
public· affairs with a look at 
how issues relate to listeners 
Consider the Alter-
natives(Sunday 7 p.m.)-A 
nationally produced public af-
fairs show which considers 
national and international 
is~ues 
Sports Talk(Sundays 8 p.m.j-
The only sports magazine in 
Ithaca. Includes reports on 
local sports, feature reports on 
local events, call-ins to discuss 
sports happenings. "A highly 
informative program." 
The Sampler(Sundays 9 p.m.)-
Latest releases of the week 
with background, concert 
schedule, news on bands. 
' 
Waterbed Mattresses 
Butt Seam Any Size 39.95 
59.95 
10.00 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
House of Shalimar 
the weterbed people 
Commons Pyramid 
· 273-7939 257-2222 
'65.00 
50.00 
*You are not being represented in student congress~ If you 
or someone you know is interested in being a Student 
Congress Representativ. Stop by the : I I· LONDON :t CENTER §TUQENTGOVERNMENT 
. OFFICJE 
*3rd. lFoor JEg·bert UniollR 
Malke an appointment with the Director of 
Personnel and Recruitment -
M.W.F. 12:00-2:00 
T.TH. 9:15-11:00 
ITHACA 
or Call 274-3377 
"t: 
. ........ --
~ :' le ·. ! "Jf )'OU give US ~~Ur' time, 
D Q R 
-~ ;-~-~~:'.'t We-'11 _give )JOU the e~peri~nce." 
COLLEGE 
·§ ITHACA · 
·· COLLEGE· 
!l 
Interested in spendinr 
. a se~ester nt the Ithaca 
Colle~e London Ce~oer? 
Then, ccrr.e to the 
LOl/DQll CE'.ITER P," .. R,·, ! 
Thursday, 8:.30 p.F. 
OCTOBER lS':" 
Union Dining He:: 
Chat vith former Londoners 
SLIDES:· S!lt.CKS ! BEER! 
(T.D. Cards Required) 
Feel free to come by the 
office anytime . 
Muller 218 
274-3306 
Applications for Spring '8 
are due by October 23. 
.,. 
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Puzzle Answer 
September 17, 1981 · 
. ~ND fBNC\lS. 
T~YC~N Be 
\J~D ,o OR~tT 
LVDlC~US L~WSI. 
.a.CROSS 3 Dami;J 
1 An,mars root 
• European 
counlry 
9 Knock 
12 Poem 
13 .O.flljry 
1•Mac-
15 Vegetable 
17 Obrs 
19 Seines 
21 Thallium 
·symbol 
22 Send forth 
25 Lamprey 
27 Melal 
31 land parcel 
32 Football 
action 
34 Latin con-
JUncllon 
35 Pwdl 
311 Cove 
37 State: Abbr. 
311FlniStled 
•1 Pronoun 
•2Map1e,eg. 
'3Clielot>Nlle 
« o.t·a nick· 
-45NegalMI 
•7Cllutdlpar1 
49 Plundered 
53 Kind ol blcly-
cle 
51Goel 
SIi VenelltlOna 
eo Native ma1a1 
e 1 Spreed to, 
112~ 
S3 ... e&ac:e 
. DOWN 
· 1w....i 
1·~ 
\ 2 Fuaa 
4 Location 
5 Guarded 
6 Cooled lava 
7 Possessive 
pronoun 
8 Tray 
9 Cheer 
10 EX1SI 
11 Dance step 
16Emme1 
CROSS 
WORD 
!PUZZLE 
18 Viscous 
20 We,ghl ol FROM COLLEGE 
lndro 
22 Choose 
23 Engine 
24 Pronoun 
PRESS SERVICE 
26Froed 
28 Sun god- 40 Cargo un,t 
29 ~• 41 Pronoun , 
30 Approach05 44 Number 
32 Yellow ocher •s Bactenolo-
33 tns.>e g1s1·s wtre 
35 Squandered •a urn 
39 Pronoun 49 Penn,1 
50Number-
51 Unusual 
52 Pigeon pea 
54 Speck 
55 Time penod 
56 Encountered 
59 Chinese m,le 
STARS 
FOR THE WEEK 
. ARIES (MARCH 21 · AfRIL 
19) l Live up to commitments:.-
Dependibility is a must. Be 
faithful to mate. 
TAURAS (APRIL 20 . MAY 
20) - Financial difficulties 
loom. Don't expect help from 
relatives. Be independant. 
GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUNE , 
71) · Altered states of mind 
can be hazardous. Take 
caution ingesting foreign sub-
stances. 
CANCER WUNE ll ~ULY 
22)- Don't smoke. 
VIRGO (AUGUST 23 - SEP-
TEMBER 22) · Thb is your 
big chance for social climax. 
I 
Don't blow it. 
LIBRA (SEPTEMBER 23 -
OCTOBER 23) - Have con-
fidence in mate. Don't be 
afraid to show your affec-
. tions. 
~© 
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SCORPIO (PCTOBER 24 · 
/
NOVEMBER 21) · You arc of 
great service to mankind. You 
radiate warmth. 
SAGIT ARIUS (NOVEMBER 
22 . DECEMBER 21) ; You : 
have a complex. Avoid ex- ' 
prcssion opinions. Ort.er~ i 
take you the wrong way. 
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER · 
22 . JANUARY 19) - your · 
social life is on the upswing. · 
Mass doses of medication arc 
helpful. 
AQUARIUS (JANUAR\' 20 · ' 
FEBRUARY 18) · Be con-
fident of your abilities. Don't 
undersell yourself. 
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19 · 
MARCH 20) . Contacts with 
the opposite sex increase. 
Travel brings romance. ,: 
I Memories of the past become ·. . realities. , 
CU1 ~t!l©'l iliCOOJ~[t~~J~ 
CDa~wA~ r·rn tu r 
I I [Il] 
DO 11 
(r[c[D(J)~[L ·- tern \ ()1 
(t[LQJ(f ~ ~ ·-O~~~J~ J)~ ~1~'-UN .. 
I I ~K)[D ijJJJNU' .e~·1'!lN:1! 
. I I J I I [P[i!~l1~J4~Jet» jjJ 
IT] ffiH le: 1 J)J4~'JliQ.U. I l!)j!~.!) 
I I · I -1 I I 
~t-!l~~#l!J4~ 
'°'J}\.r J ~~ 
~~~fj)(!)';/ 
~~j,J(i!~ 
(!400tf~Jl 
N~~';J!~~ 
. .O\!J~Jjj u 
•• 
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ding to a recent Stanford 
study. "Students are 
struggling more and more with 
the issue of abortion, but 
what they ultimately do hasn't 
changed a lot," says Dr. John 
Dorman of Stanford. 
National statistics for abor-
tions among college women cio 
not exist. But spot checks 
suggest abortion is a frequen-
tly-chosen alternative. 
At the Gainesville Women's 
health Center next to the 
University of Florida, about 
30-50 abortions per week are 
performed. Most, according 
to Nancy Breeze, an area 
counselor, were for I 8-to-24-
year-old single, white women 
·having their first pregnancy. 
However, Breeze points out 
that the center draws women 
from all over north Florida. 
There have been about 200 
abortions reported per year 
since 1977 among Cornell 
women, though some univer-
sity officials speculate 
unreported operations might 
swell the number to 400. 
The university made just 60 
abortion referrals in 1971-72, 
its first year of existence. 
"I would like to believe 
(college women) are not get-
ting abortions with the same 
kind of impunity that they did 
in the past," Dorman says. 
''There is a ,greater concern 
and sensitivity that students go 
through over abortion, but 
their end decision is still the 
same." 
"We do have many mem-
bers _on co\\ege campuses," 
says Dan Donehey of Right To 
Life's national office 
•continued from page 6 
Washington. Right To Life, 
however, does not have "any 
programs specifically aimed at 
the college market." 
The American Life Lobby 
(ALL) does. Last year, ALL 
organized a B)ccial depar-
tment to coordinate anti-abor-
tion efforts on campuses. 
"We're trying to organize all 
the college· Right to Life 
groups in the country," says 
Jim Deger, director of the Life 
Issues in Formal Education 
(LIFE) division of ALL. 
"We plan to dc\.elop some 
form of cooperation, sharing 
and exchange of ideas among 
the 50,000 college students 
nationwide who belong to 
college pro-life groups." 
Deger says LIFE gives "the 
(organizing) technology to 
college groups that they ·can 
use. This is the greates area we 
can be of aid in." 
He also aims to defu ,e pro-
abortion efforts. 
"Right now the biggest 
program is the awareness 
project of the- U.S. Student 
Association,·~- he says. USSA 
"lobbies for abortion on 
Capitol Hill. Most students 
are not even aware their 
stud~nt governments are 
members. We want to· make 
people aware of what their 
student acti\'ity dollars are 
going for." 
· LIFE also is trying to 
establish ''maternal aid fun-
ds" for female students who 
opt to carry their pregnancies 
to term rather than get abor-
tions. 
Planned Parenthood's 
Davidoff feels "we're still in a 
THE ITHACAN 
state of inactivity and 
passivity" that is allowing 
Right to Life groups to gain 
unchecked momentum on 
campuses. 
S~e hopes to "see a 
resurg~nce of campus-related 
activities if young people feel 
their rights to free choice are 
being threatened." 
One of the most-active pro-
abortion groups on campuses 
is probably the Harvard Scien-
tists for Reproductive 
Freedom (HSRF), wh_ich has 
launched petition drives to 
discredit unscientific -conten-
tions that life begins at con-
ception. 
· The mix of militant anti-
abortion groups and defensive 
abortion advocates frequently 
has proven explosive. Last 
semester protests and counter-
protests marched across the 
Michigan State campus as 
groups noisily argued whether 
to stop the MSU Clinical Cen-
ter from. performing abor: 
tions. 
"We do not have an abor-
tion clinic. We never did have 
CHICAGO, IL (CPS) -- If you guilt. The victim will likely 
know five women on campus, take a laxative or even make 
one of them probably tends to herself throw up to purge what· 
"pig out" periodically on she has consumed. 
food, feel guilty about it af- A siege of merciless crash-
terward, and then punish her- dieting may follow, Johnston 
self by crash dieting or even says. The individual will then 
inducing vomiting. go on another eating spree. 
It could be she's fallen vie- The affliction has much in 
tim to bulimia, an emotional common with the more 
disorder which, according to a widely-publicised anorexia 
new study, has reached near- nervosa. Yet bulimia is more 
epidemic levels among female difficult to . detect, Johnston 
university students. At one· says, "because most women 
time or another, 15 _to 20 per- afflicted maintain their nor-
cent of the women attending ma! weight, in contrast to the 
college have had it, the study · drastic weight loss anorexia 
estimates_. . . produces. There's no obvious 
~he disorder -- 1ts literal emaciation." 
tra~sl~tion is "ins_atiable ap- ' "Once a young -\Voman gets 
petite -~ mak~s 1~s suffer~r involved in this vicious cycle, 
en~age _m episodic, ?1amc she definitely need psychiatric 
eatmg bmges. !hose bmges, help," Johnston stresses, 
s~ys Dr. Craig Jo~nston, noting bulimia can have 
director o_f the' Anorexia Ner- . devastating effects on vital 
vosa ProJect that conducted body chemicals and the 
the study from Chicago, 
usually trigger depression and 
--------------
. Septeinber24,_ 198l, 
one, and we never planned to 
establish one," says William 
Schonbein of the clinical cen-
ter. ·~It was a moot issue all 
along." 
"I don't know why they 
protested," he reflects. 
Maybe if we had a winning 
football team, they'd focus 
their energy on that instead., I 
don't know." 
But the gridiron outlook 
isn't good, and both pro- and 
· anti-abortion groups on the 
campus plan further demon-
strations arid petition drives 
this year. 
urinary and intestinal tracts. 
The doctor blames the in-
creasing frequency of both 
bulimia and anorexia nervosa 
on "the cultural pressure to be 
thin in America. It seems to 
be a basic ingredient in our 
social ethos: If you're not 
skinny, then ·you're· not with 
.it." 
Most women "lack suf-
ficient competition channels in 
our society insofar as career 
and activities go," Johnston 
speculates. "Thus · the 
challenge to be thin and 
beautiful is one of the few 
channels open to them." 
Johnston shuns publicity 
over his group's ongoing 
research, largely because he 
fears being deluged by more 
requests for help than he can 
handle -- an indication· of how 
widespread the disorder has 
becom~. 
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Seniors 
education po~itions, and physical 
sciences positions arc availabel at 
Career Plans. Check with Vicki Cox. 
Resume Crilique Clinics, every Wed 
ncsday evening 7-9 p.m. and Friday 
morning I0:30-12 noon, pr.9yide • Reminder to Seniors 
h not topped by the · students with a quick profc~~ional 
if ~ou ~vc Off" 5 t f"I · f · critique of resumes and cover lcttl:r. Registrar s 1cc o I e or . . . 1 lk · 
· f D b 1981 M All mquincs arc hand cd on a wa ·-111 
graduauon or ccem er or_ ay basis, so walk in soon! 
i 982 please do so as soon as possible. U . k h · 1 d ' fil f d · pcommg wor s ops me u e: If you do not I c or gra uallon you "S If 0 . t d S h" "' d s t · h h ct· I 'II c ,rec c care , w c . , cp . 
arc taking a c ancc t at a 1p oma w1 23 12.30_2.00 G I I4· "C t. b d d fo ou Sp k to • · · p.m., • rca mg not e 0 ~ ere r Y •• ca a Credential File", Tues., Oct. 6, 1-2 
either Clms Knauer or Dave Bennett. G 114 d "W · · R " p.m., ; an ntmg c~umes 
Student Government 
Arc you riled by registration? Baf-
ned by the Bursar? Hassled by 
housing? Confued by the Coke 
machine which took your money? 
Otherwise wrapped up in red tape? 
If so, or if you liii.ve any other 
problem that you don't know how to 
,olve, ARTIC is here to help. ARTIC 
(Alleviate Red T~pe at Ithaca College) 
" a service of Student Government 
lhat was set up last spring in order to 
help students get through red tape to 
,olvc their problems. 
The way ARTIC works is that a 
, ,tudent picks up an ARTIC form, fills 
u out, and returns it ·to the Student 
Government Office. Forms - arc 
available from RA's, Rd's, Student 
Congrcs, Reps, the Egbert Union lob-
bv and the Student Government Of-
r(c~. Next, the ARTIC staff will verify 
1hc problem with the student and work 
with him/her to solve the problem. 
The ARTIC staff will preserve con-
fidentiality. 
All students arc encouraged to use 
ARTIC, a Student Government ser-
vice to help you. Any student- in-
terested in joining the ARTIC staff 
,hould contact Steve Hansler or Lisa 
November in the Studem Government 
Office or call 274-3377. 
Student Congress had their first 
meeting Tuesd11y night. There are still 
vacancies for Congress representatives 
from the following dorms-Landon, 
Clarke, Lyon, Holmes, GA 25 & 29, 
East Tower, West Tower, Terraces 
3,4,6,9,and off campus. Student 
Congress meetings are open to all 
llliaca College students, the m_1;_etings 
are held every Tuestlay night from 
8:00 pm to 10:00 pm in the _Union 
Dining Hall. 
Wed., Oct. 7, 2-3 p.m., G 115. Please 
sign up in advance for all worksl)ops. 
Need some immediale assistance? 
A quick bit of advice on job hunting, 
major selection, graduate school ap-
plication? Check with Peer Career 
Coun~elors at the Career Planning Of-
fice. This traine·d undergraduate can 
be your key to finding the righl 
resource al Career Planning. They are 
available Moo., 10 a.m.-Sp.m.; Tue~.-
10 a.m.-5 p.m.;Wed .. 10 a.m. - 5 
p.m.; Thurs .• 11 a.m.- 5 p.m.; and 
1-'ri., 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Prc-Lnw students and students in-
terested in pursuing an MBA degree 
will be interested in the two program~ 
scheduled for late October. On 
1uc,day, Oct. 27. 7:00-8:30 p.m. in 
Gannett 111, Career Planning will 
~ponsor the program "MBA Degree: 
Fact and Fiction", featuring gue~ts 
from Cornell's Graudate Bu~iness 
School Admi~sions Office. On the 
following night, Wed., O~t. 28, 7:00-
8:30 p.m., we will hold lhe program 
"Law School: Myth~ and Realities" 
with guests from the Cornell Law 
School Admi~sions Office. Students 
arc asked to sign up in advance for 
both of these programs. These events 
are open to the entire campus com-
munity. Check "Career News" for 
details! 
A vi,iting faculty member from 
Western New England School of Law 
will conduct a "mock law class" on 
campus Thur~ .. Oct. I,• 2:00-3:00 
p.m., at Career Planning. Individual 
appointments can be arranged. Please 
~ign up in advance. 
Also on Thurs., Oct. I, from 9:30-
10:30 at Career Planning, Professor 
Elliot Berg from Vermont Law School 
will conduct a' ~eminar on law school 
related topics. He will be available for 
individuals. appointment, froml0:30 
to noon. Please sign up in advance. 
THE ITHAC~N 
The Morehead l~ellowsbips in I.aw, 
for students of superior academic 
achievement attending the University 
of North Caroline at Chapel Hill, 
report~ an application deadline of Jan. 
15, 1982. Further inquirie~ may be 
addrc~,ed 10: The Dean, School of 
Law, University of North Caroline, 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514. 
Visiting graduate school recruiters 
this ran -include: Pace University, 
Graduate Busines~ School; Univer,ity 
of Richmond Law School; Adelp!1i 
University School of Social WorJ..; 
Univcr,ity or Roclwster School of 
Management; and California Western 
School of Law. Individual appoin-
tments arc available and encouragl!o. 
1981 MBA forums, which include 
representatives from more than 50 
gradt!atc programs will be held in New 
York City on Oct. 2-3 and in Boston 
on Nov. 13-14. Check the GMAT 
Registration Pai:ket, available at 
Career Plans, for more information. 
Applications for the 1982-83 Stale 
of New Jersey Gard~n Stale Graduate 
fellowships arc available at the Career 
Planning Office. The awards, worth 
$4.000 a year. arc granted to New Jcr-
,cy rc~idcnts who will attend New Jcr-
~cy graduate in,titulions. For more 
informa1ion, check with Vicki Cox, 
Career Information Specialist. 
lnformalion concerning the 1981 
Rhodes Scholarships applications b 
. available from Ferris Cronkite, 326 
Muller. 
Business 
The Ithaca College School of Business 
in acceptiqg applications for transfer. 
Frosh may not apply until their second 
semester. While each case is con-
sidered on an individual ba~i~, ap-
plicants who have: I) a cumulative 
average of 2.5 or above, and 2) have 
completed math courses (13-105, 108), 
economics courses (06-121,122) a 
writrng course (77- ), natural or ap-
plied science course(s) will receive the 
strongest consideration. Applications 
are available in the School of Busincs~ 
office on the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. Deadline for completed tran-
sfer applications is November 3, 1981. 
Venetos Foundation Scholarships: 
Management, Personnel and In-
dust rial Rcl_ations, and Finance 
Majors with demonstrable financial 
need arc invited to apply for a Venetos 
Foundation Scholarship. Academic 
performance and college or com-
munity activities will be considered. 
Applications may be obtained from . 
Mrs. Dee Floros in the School of 
Busim:s~ office on the 14th floor of the 
·west Tower. The deadline for the 
· receipt of completed application, is 
October 9, 198 I. 
-Septemui:r 24, 1981 
Business oft ice on the 14th noor of thL' 
· West Tower. The deadline for c-orn-
plcted nomination form, i, Sep1cmbcr 
. 25, 1981. All ~tudcnt, from thL' 
School o·f Business office 011 the 141h 
noor - West Tower - on either Cktnhcr 
1st or 2nd. 
Foreign Study 
1 Lond.9Jl Study 
1-'orsler 1-·oundation Scholarship: Ac-
counting majors with demonstrable 
financial need arc invited to apply for 
a For~ter Foundation Scholarship. 
Academic performance and collegcor 
community activities will be con-
~idercd. Applications may be ob-
tained from Mrs. Dec Floros in the 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of completed 
applications i, October 9, 1981. 
School of Business seek~ students for 
Dean's Student Advisory Council: 
The School of Bu,incs, invites studen-
t, to apply for membership on the 
Dean's Student Advi~ory Council. 
THc Council will consist of ap-
proximately twelve ~tudents and will 
meet twice each ~emestcr. Members 
will be selected by 1ar.dom draw to 
represent all four major programs and 
four class levels (Fro~h through 
Seniors). Additional members will be 
appointed by the Business School 
student organizations. Application, 
may be obtained from Mrs. Dee 
Floros in the Busine~s School office on 
the 14th floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of application~ 
is October 2, 1981. 
School of Business Seeks Junior or 
Senior students for tenure and 
promotion committee: Two (2) Junior 
or Senior Business students arc needed 
to serve on the 1981-82 School of 
Business Tenure and Promotion 
Committee. The work will be accom-
plished primarily during the month of 
October 1981. Students ·may self 
nominate or nominate others for the 
post by completing appropriate forms 
which arc available from Mrs. Dee 
Floros in the School of Business office 
on-the 14th floor of the West Tower. 
Election date for the two students will 
. be October 1st and 2nd, 1981. The 
election will be held in the School of 
Students interc,tcd in ,tudying at the 
London Centl·r during the Spring '82 
semester mu,t complete their ap-
plications and schedule an interview 
by October 2.J. For fuither infor-
mation please contact the Office of In-
ternational Programs, Muller 218, 
x3306. 
The International Youth Stud) & 
Travel Institute is currently accepting 
applications from students intere,ted 
in working on a part-time commission 
only basis as Regio~al Admini5trat1>r·:. 
The position of Regional 
ministrator involves the promotion 
an educational ,1udy/travcl progra1.1 
focusing on th,. motion picture and 
television imJ11·-1ry. Regional Ad-
mm1strators arc responsible for 
marketing thi, program to high ~chool 
and junior college level tead1cr, in 
. their area. 
Interested students may rcquc,· 
more infcrmation on the position a1 .. 
an application form by writi1,!i n, 
calling: Program Coordinator, lntc1-
natio~al Yo~th Study & Travel In-
·, stitutc, 6605 Hollywood Boulevard, 
Suite 213, Los Angeles, California 
90028. (213) 465-6665 
Entertain men;, 
Ithaca College Concert/Recital 
Schedule for September (All free and 
open to the public.) 
Sept. 27 Junior flute recital by Jud:• 
Sterio. I p.m. Ford Hall Nabcnhaucr 
Room. 
Sept. 28 Graduate saxophone lec-
ture/recital by Lany Neumann. 7 
p.m. Ford Hall Nabcnhauer Room. 
Sept. 29 Faculty oboe recital by 
Peter Hedrick. 8: 15 p.m. Ford Hall 
Auditorium. 
A, well as Student Congress 
Repre~entative~. there arc' many 
openings for positions on committees 
,uch as Campus Life, Academics, and 
Communications. If you are in-
terested in participating in Student 
GovernlJ"!ent, stop by the Student 
Government office-3rd floor Egbert 
Union-and see Director of Personnel 
and Recruitment. 
Music Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars ~eetings Sports Etcetera 
If you've got the time, we'll give 
, you the experience. 
Career Phinning 
Information from the U.S. Office 
of Personnel Management concerning 
the P.A.C.E. exam and government 
career as Computer Specialists is 
available from Vicki Cox, Cal'eer In-
formation Specialist, in the Career 
Planning Office. ~ 
Interested in Internships'! The New 
York Stater Assembly Intern Program 
offers college juniors an._d seniors an ' 
opportunity to become involved in 
State government operations and 
legislative processes. Students_ in-
terested in thb internship should pick 
up application forms_ from Linda 
Gasser, Director .of Career Planning. 
Deadline for applications is Mon., 
Oct.19, 5:00p.m. 
All Ithaca College Seniors wishing 
to participate in the on-campus em-
ploy.ment recruiting must attend the 
"Orientation to Recruiting/Inter-
viewing Workshop.'; This workshop 
is offered several times this semester 
. and is considered. a pre-requisite for 
recruiting. Students will also need 
final copies of their-resumes available 
when signing up for on-campiis inter-
views. 
If you nre considering Federal Em-
ployment, ·application instructions 
and forms for professional · 
eng{nccring, librarian positions, 
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It's theatre "plus" Ibis year 111 the 
Dillingham Center for the Performing 
- Arts as the Ithaca College Theatre 
opens Its doors for the 1981·82 season. 
What's the plus? Well, it starts with 
a season subscription at a considerable 
savings over the single ticket price of 
$3.50. For only $17.50, subscribers 
will choose their own scats for six 
shows for the price of five. Season 
ticket holders will also benefit from 
many "behind-the-scenes" activities 
planned this year, including in-
vitations to "An Evening with the 
Director" and special tours of 
Dillingham Center. 
Another big plus for everyone is the 
Theatre's challenging Second Season 
of non-traditional theatre including 
"Uncomrnon Women and Others" by 
Wendy Wasserman, scheduled for 
Oct. 13-15; "Sticks and Bones" by 
David Rabe, to be staged Nov. 10-12; 
and "Taps" by Gladden Schrock, ap-
pearing Feb. 9-11. Second Season 
performances will be 8:15 prn except 
tor Thursday shows will begin at 4: 15 
pm. Season ticket holders will be ad-
mitted free of charge and non-
sub,cribers will pay $1 at the door. 
The regular season run will be 
another series of the quality produc-
tions Ithaca audiences have come to 
expect. E.L. Doctorow's "Drinks 
Before Dinner," a talc or a chic 
cocktail party held up by a gun-
bearing guest, open, the season Sept. 
30-0ct. 3. 
Dillingham 's Main Theatre will then 
host Giradoux's classic "The Mad-
woman of Chailot", the story of a 
delightfully eccentric old woman·~ 
quest 10 rid the world of greedy, 
parasitic people. 
The whole familv can take pleasure 
in ·Aurand Harris; version of "An-
drode~ and the Lion" which will open 
on Nov. 17 for four performances. A 
lovely heroine, a penniless lover and a 
mi,erly guardian get what's coming to 
them, thanks to a household slave and 
an unu~ual lion in this commedia de! 
arte style musical. 
February 16 brings Amlin Gray's 
"The Fantod: A Victorian Reverie" 
to the stage. Thi, is the talc of a 
charming stranger who enters a proper 
!854 English household bearing a let-
ter from a deceased member-of the 
family. Elegance and charm slowly 
give way to a state of anxiety and fear-
-what the Victorian, called a "fan-
tod." 
Next on the Theatre agenda is A.r-
thur Miller', "The Crucible" which, 
opens ·March 30 for a four-day run. 
Set amidst the Salem witch hunts of 
\692, this drama explores the dangers 
of mass hysteria. Will\" the same 
power and sensitivity that brought 
"Death of a Salesman" tL the 
forefront of American theatre, Miller 
take, a lesson from the past to create a 
warning for the future. 
The final offering for this season 
will be the musical delight "Follies," 
by Stephen Sondheim and Jam.es 
Goldman. Winner of no less than 
\even Tony award, in 1973, "follies" 
i, theatre about theatre. The 
Wci,mann Theatre, doomed to fall by 
wrecking ball, is the setting for per-
former~ past and present who want 
one more bow on the old famihar 
board,. 
All performances begin at 8:15 pm 
wi1h the exception of Sunday perfor-
mances which begin at 7:30 pm. 
Single ticket price, arc $3.50 general 
admis,ion, $2 ,enior citizens and non 
l1haca College ,tudcnt, and $1.50 for 
Ithaca College student,, faculty and 
,taff. S1udcnts, senior citizens and 
collq.?e faculty and ~taff ticket for 
''Androde," arc $2.50. Scamn sub-
,c-riprions arc aho available for \cnior 
c·1111e11, and noo-1.C. ,tudents at $10 
cad1, and for Ithaca ,tudents, faculty 
anJ ,iaff at $7 each. Special discounts 
arl' :rlso available for groups of twenty 
Pr Jllllft' 
I 
Launching .Theatre Cornell's 
Seu~on is II disturbing and be11utiful 
pla,·, Boesman and l,ena--Athol 
1-·ui.:11rd's indictment of the madness of 
111111rlheid. Directing Fugard's 
pr,,f,,und three d1arac1cr miniature is 
:\tar,hall Oglesby. Resident Director 
,,r lirl' ,,rr-Bro.idway Circle Repertory 
!'hl';lttl'. Performances arc in the 
\\ illard S1raigh1 Tl!L'atrt: Oc1ober 1-3, 
~- 11\. I ~-17 al 8: 15; Oct. 11 al 2:30. 
I 1.:l,l'h ,\fl' a,·ailahk at lhc The,atre 
11.,, ( \ffi,l·. low~r tloor of Willard 
I 
Straight, from 1-6:00, Monday-
Friday. Call 607-256-5165. 
Bocsman and Lena, which won an 
Obie Award for the white South 
African author, shows a "colored" 
rnan and wife, lowest in the racial 
scale, who have had so much life 
choked out of then that what remains 
burns with a fierce, tattered flame. 
Wandering into their makeshift 
"home" on the mudflats of a river is 
an old African man, who becomes the 
catalyst in the crisis they face. In a 
discus~ion of the play, guest director 
Oglesby said: "The playwright's 
metaphor for the modern world is 
A.partheid (pronounced Apart-hate) .. 
Apartheid encourages people to for-
~ake themsclves .. to Mr. Fugard, 
Aparth'!id is the enemy which 
Boesman and Lena must defeat. 
They must fight to survive the most 
brutal of brainwashings.'' 
Marshall Oglesby has dircc1ed many 
plays by some of our foremost writers, 
many in prcrnier performances: works 
by E.E. Cummings, Jonathon 
Reynolds, Julie Bovasso and John 
Bishop, among 01hers. Turning to 
writing in recent years, he has 
produced a large number of one and 
two-act plays, and the Circle Reper-
tory las1 March presented his full-
lcnth Child of the Cl11y Country as a 
work in progre~~-
Ralph Dressler ha, designed set and' 
lighting for the play, with costumes 
designed by John King. Sound is 
designed by Scolt Sharer. Katrina 
Hazzard-Gordon created 
choreography, with fight 
choreography by Mark Boyan 
Twomey. Jimmy Smits is seen a~ 
Boesman, with Lena played by Renet-
ta Neal. Vincent Hardy is the old 
African. 
Music Director Christopher Keene 
returned to the podium In Syrucuse on 
Frid11y and Saturday eve11ings, Sept. 
11 and 12, when the Syracu~e Sym-
phony Orchestra opened its 1981-82 
M11sterworks Series with an all-
Tchaikovsk)' progr11m fe111uring R11fail 
Sobolevsky. Maestro Keene rejoins 
the Syracuse Symphony following a 
full summer schedule which took him 
to several Midwcs1 dtics in addition to 
an appearance at Artpark in Lewiston 
and with the Long Island Philhar-
monic. Summer program highlights 
for the SSO mUSIC Director included 
two WorlJ Premieres, two American 
Premieres and Keen's own debut with 
the National Symphony Orchestra in 
Washington, D.C. 
Following his departure from 
Syracuse, Keene joined the Opera 
Theatre of St. Louis, a regional opera 
company noted for i1s production of 
new and unusual operas and for its use 
of American artists. In keeping with . 
its reputation, American conductor 
Keene was tapped to lead the score of 
the American Premiere of Frederick 
Delius' "Fennimore and Gerda." The 
Delius one-act opera, complcled in 
1910 and first performed in 1919, is 
based on the novel, "Niels Lyhne", by 
Danish writer Jens Peter Jacobson, 
and revolves around a poet'~ love for 
two women. 
Continuing in the Midwest region, 
Keene's next stop was in Ohio where 
he conducted the Cincinnati Opera 
production of Richard Wagner's "Das· 
Reingold." This was followed by an 
appearance at the Grant Park Concer-
ts in Chicago to conduct the World 
Premiere of a piaoo concerto by Jan 
· Bach.. And, by mid-July, the SSO 
Music Director was at Indiana Univer-
sity in Blot;imington where he'led the 
score of another World Premiere, a 
Milton Babbit work entitled "Ars 
Combinatoria." 
lmrnediatly following his appearan-
ce in Indiana, Maestro Keene was 
back in New York for a three to four 
week residency at Artpark in 
Lewi'ston. Here Keene conducted his 
secood American Premiere of the 
summer, the new Philip .Glass opera, 
"Satyagraha." Centered on· Mohan-
das K. Ghandi and his passive 
resistance movement, from which the 
work derives its title, the text is drawn 
from the sacred Bhagavad-Gita and is 
s·ung in Sanskrit. The innovative 
three-act opera elicited a ten minute 
ovation from its first American 
audience. 
lo addition to the Glass Premiere, 
Keene conducted several other Ar-
tpark performances including the 
~ • I I. ' 
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traditional duai production of 
Mascagni's "Cavallcria Rusticana'' 
and Leoncavallo's "Pagliacci" ,.an all-
Beethoven program, and a Gershwin 
program. 
To conclude his summer activities, 
Maestro Keene made his· debut as a 
guest conductor with the National 
Symphony Orchestra in Washington,. 
D.C., followed by an August 23 ap-
pearance with the Long Island 
Philharmonic. 
The SSO Dryden Series will open its 
1981-82 season on Sat., Oct. 24 with a 
special family concert featuring Bob 
McGrath, of T.V .'s "Sesame Street," 
and guest conductor Lee I'! orris. The 
8 pm performance will be held at 
Tompkins Cortland Community 
Cotlege. Tickets for this concert may 
be purchased at the door or in advance 
at the following outlets: Hickey's 
Music or Finger Lakes Music (Ithaca), 
McNeil Music (t:ortland), TC-3 
Bookstore or by calling 844-8211, ext. 
450 (Dryden). Persons interested in 
sbuscribing to the six concert series 
may do so by contacting the SSO of-
fficcs in Syracuse at (315)424-8200. 
These concerts are brought to you in 
cooperation with Tompkins Cortland 
Community College. 
The Ithaca Opern Associ11tion, Inc. 
Presents 
DIE FLEDERMAUS . 
by Joh11nn Strnuss, Jr. 
111 the Strnnd Theatre 
· Friday, Oct. 16 at 8:15 pm-Sunday, 
Oc1. 18, at 2:00 pm 
Public Ticket Salt:s Open Fri, Oct. 2 
(Senior Citizens and Students deduct 
$1.00) . 
General Admission: $5.00 at Hickey's 
Music Store, Rothchild's, and Finger 
Lakes Music (Pyramid Mall), and the 
Strand Box Office (11:00 am-5:00 pm, 
Tue. thru Sat.) 
Reserved scats in limited nurnber: 
$7.00 Strand Box Office only or by 
phone: 2.72-7174 
(Phoned orders may be picked up not 
later than 24 hours before performan-
ce). 
Wnen · the guest of honor· arrives, 
Edgar ties him to a chair and tells the 
other guests that the secretary's head 
is a "warhead, the world's unholy ar-
mory, waiting to be lit by my gun." 
Edhar's terrorization of his friends 
is outrageous and self-indulgent; still, 
Doctorow succeeds in makiog him 
stand for somcthing,in everyone. 
Carolyn Gilbert, chairman of the 
speech communication department 
will direct the promotion which start 
senior drama major John Dileo as 
Edgar, sophmorc drama major Elisa 
Schwartz as Joan, junior drama major 
David Fcrdinant as Joel, senior drama 
major Cindy Powell as Claudette, 
junior drama major Darin Shcpher as 
Michael, junior drama major 
Stephanie Lett a~ ,Andrea, senior 
drama major Katherine Fontcra as 
Grace, sophmorc drama major Tim 
Cordes as Alan and sophmorc drama 
major Anthony Razzano as Doc-
. torow. · 
For further inforrnation, call the 
Dillingham Box Office (607-274-3224) 
wl:lich is open from noon to 5 pm or 
noon to curtain time on show days. 
Reservations may be made by' phone, 
but tickets must be picked up by 5 pni 
the day prior to the show. 
Art Exhibits 
Cornell University's Herbert t·. 
Johnson Museum of Art will open its 
1981-82 season by Sept. 23 with two 
exhibitions -- "Art Department: 
Facul!y Exhibition" arid ''Lessons in 
Print Collecting." Both exhibitions 
will be on view through Oct.· 25. 
The Art Department Faculty 
Exhibilion will feature the work of 18 
artists, including emeriti professors 
Norman Daly, Kenneth Evett, John 
Hartell and James Owen Mahoney. 
Two new An Department faculty 
members will also be represented--
Patrick Webb, instructor of painting, 
and James Cole, sculpture. 
"Pcrhpars the most striking quality 
You've henrd of people hij!leking of the cxhibtion is its diversity," said 
d Stanley J. Bowman, chairman. "A 
airplllnes, trucks ~n train::;.but a wide varicly of media is included: a dinner party? 
Well, that's precisely what happens massive sculpture by Jason Seley, a 
in E.L. Doctorow's Drinks Before collage by Stephen Polcskic, a pain-
Dinner, the first production in Ithaca ting by John Hartcll and a photograph 
College's Theatre's 1981-82 season. . by Jean Locey, to name a few," he 
The play will run Sept. 30-0ct. 3 continued. An illustrated catalog ac-
with performances beginning at 8:15 companies the cxhibitioo. 
pm in the Dillingham Center for.the "Lessons in Print Collecting," 
Performing Arts. Tickets ($3.50 which has been organized by Barbara 
general admission, $2 senior citizens Blackwell, assistant curator of prints, 
and non-Ithaca College students, is drawn from the permanent print 
$1.50 Ithaca students) go on sale pne, collection of the museum . .included 
week prior to curtain call in the. 'are examples of woodcuts, drypoints, 
Dillingham Box Office (607-274- etchings, lithographs and other print 
3224). media. · · 
A superb novelist, Doctorow is the Examples of woodblocks, metal 
author of such best-sellers as plates and lithographic stones used to 
''Ragtime," "The Book of Daniel" produce prints will be exhibited. Print 
and "Welcome to Hard Times." terminology such as state, edition, 
Drinks B~fore Dinner is his first watermark and platcmark as well as 
produced play and premiered Novem- factors affecting print value such as 
ber 22, 1978 at the Newman Theater inscriptions, condition and quality of 
of Joseph Pappi's Public Theater impression will be described and 
Complex of the New York illustratcd'with prints by James A.M. 
Shakespeare Festival. It was staged by Whistler, Francisco Goya, Antonio 
Mike Nichols and starred Christopher Canaletto, Georges Rouault, Andy 
Plummer as "Edgar". Warhol, and Robert Motherwell as 
The setting is a chic metropolitan well as other major printrnakcrs from 
penthouse owned by a successful doc- the 15th century to the present. 
tor and his wife who are giving a din- The exhibition will feature three ar-
ner party for like-successful, like· ti sts--Albrecht Durer, Lovis Corinth 
professional couples where the guest and Ben Schonzeit. "By placing these 
of honor is the Nobel-Peace-Prize- works side-by-sdie," said Blac~we!l, 
winni1g secretary of state. . "the viewer can see how the medium 
One of the guests, a middle-aged influen\:cs the styles of the artists." 
man named Edgar is gripped by A sale of prints selected from New 
despair and a racial anxiety that makes York City galleries will be held at the 
him sec the end of the world. He museu_m Nov. 4-22. 
pours out his visitio to the other _ Museum hours arc JO am to 5 pm 
gucsts--a vision of inoral erosion; Tues-Sun. 
technological excess, the decline of 
passion, the dehumanization of self in 
a world where "celebrities hold the 
proxies for our identity" and even the 
fad of running indicates the uncon-
scious training of people for the 
coming apocalypse. 
The other guests are taken aback by 
Edgar-'s spiel but arc entertained by his 
eloquence, even agree with much of it. 
When he produces a gun, bfinging 
apocalypse into the party, the terrified 
guests becorne hostages to his 
desperate attempt lo find some 
resolution to his unbearable agony. 
As the hoMcss puts it, ''You've 
hiiackcd the living room." 
Holsman c 79: Through Sept. 27. I 53 
pfrotograph•. of famous people by 
Philippe Halsman, who oftcf_l caught" 
his subjects in unconventional posc:s. 
Anne Ryan: Coll11ges and Prints: 
Through Oct. 18. Many small collages 
made of rabric and handmade paper, 
with emphasis on color, texture, .and 
geometric shapes: 
Art Dep11rtment: f!lcully Ellhiblllon: 
Starts Sept. 23.'. An annual selection 
of new work by ·cornell University art 
faculty. -, 
Lessons in Print Collecting: Starts 
Sept. 23. An expository exhibition 
·paget4· 
covering aspects and processes of print 
collecting. 
Perfonnance Art Festival: A series of 
events funded in part by a grant from 
the National Endowment for the Arts 
and featuring six evening performan-
ces by major artists, daytime 
workshops, critiques and activities for 
public participation. 
Selections from the permanent collec-
tion ' 
American portmits:includes Woman 
In a Red Shawl by Samuel Waldo and 
i earl Sprinchorn by Robert Heiiri. 
Drawings: I 7th-19th century 
European drawings. 
Recent Acquisitions: contem-
porary sculpture and paintings. 
Mixed Medi11: collages by Kun Sch-
witters, Robert Rauschenberg, and 
others. 
Modern Art: French paintings and 
works by Italian, Mexican, and native 
American arr. 
Museum Hours: JO am-5 pm, Tues-
Sun 
Writers 
Tama Janowitz, novelist, whose 
book Americ11n Dad was published by 
Putnam's in April this year, will read 
~omc of her work al the Temple of 
Zeu~. Go!dwin Smith Hall, Cornell 
University, on Thursday, Scpl. 24, al 
8 prn. A reception will follo\v. 
Tama, who "'ill begin a writing 
fellow~hip al the Provincclown Fine 
Arts Center, Provincc1own, Mass., in 
Oc1obcr of this year, has published 
shorl .srories in 1he Paris Review, Agni 
Review, Intro 8, Mississippi Review, 
and the Yale Qunrterly, and is a for-
mer guest edi1or of M11demoiselle 
magazine. 
Interview magazine, in this month's 
issue, terms Tama "A CREATIVE 
BUNDLE OF ["JERGY READY TO 
EXPLODE." 
Her reading is spon5orcd by the 
Ithaca Community Poets, wi1h 1hc 
assis1ance of the Tompkins County 
Arts Council and the Creative Writing 
· Committee of Cornell Universi1y.-
Barbara Smith will give a public 
reading sponsored by Tile Women's 
Writer's Center on Thursday, October 
1, 1981 at 8:00 pm in Coleman 
Lounge, Cazenovia College, 
Cazenovia, New York. 
Barbara Smith's work has appeared in 
various feminist periodicals, as well as 
in This Bridge Called My Back: 
Writings by Radic11l Women of Color, 
and Lesbian Poetry: An ,Anthology; 
she co-edited · Conditions Five: The 
Black Women's Issue, and is the 
author cir .Tow11rd A Black Feminist 
Criticism. 
Ms. Smith is the first of six visiting 
faculty to teach at the Women's 
Writer's Center during the 1981-82 
academic year. Other visiting faculty 
who will teach and give public 
readings during the year include: 
Michelle Cliff, Olga Broumas, Judy 
Grahn, Rhoda Lerman, and Susan 
Griffin. This reading is sponsored in 
part by Poets & Writers, Inc. 
Volunteers 
Displaced Homemakers needs help 
in working with widowed, divorced or 
separated. women providing legal 
assistance and information. 
Offender Aid and Restor11tlon 
(OAR) needs advocates to work 'with 
jail irnmates an!i their families, 
trai11iqg and supervision provided. 
SC\uthslde Community Center needs , 
recreation aides, arts and crafts in-
structors, projects leaders and reading 
tutors. Work with minority children 
while receiving good supervision. 
·See Elaine Leeder in Muller 307 or call 
her at 274-3311 to· discuss these and 
manv more alternatives. 
\ 
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The Ski Club, will be having its first 
meeting on Tuesday, September 29, at 
7:30 pm in Textor 102. Films will be 
shown and sign-up will be available. 
Get psyched for some great skiing this 
year! 
Scott Wellington 
Fran Rodgers 
~ Im] liJ liJ liJ liJ liJ (g] liJ [ii @j Yohan-
Punk Party-Towers Dining Hall 
Friday 9/25-9:30 "pm.· Prizes fo; 
co~tumes and dancers. D.J. with loud 
mu,ic and lights $1 .00 Admission. 
Garden 26-3-8, 
E,pcct it when you least expect it! 
To profes5ors Hess and Merker: 
It has been brought to our attention 
of your successful. Laser technique on 
South Hill. Unfortunately it had it's 
draw backs at Cornell. Go back to the 
lab, Washington will await word from 
}OU. 
signed: 
twin Wa~hington officials of different 
mother~. 
P S. - But will it help Port Charles? 
Roadtrip?? Maybe not Homestead, 
but possibly Syracu~e! Here's to a few 
good pointers!! 
Hornblower 
Joseph, 
My suggestion to you, is to even the 
board!! Give the Irish Redhead at Psi 
U a chance!! After all, he's the only 
one left!! 
ACDC 
Ping Pong, 
If I'm a butterfly, when can I cling 
to you? 
ily, 
MG 
_Je5US, 
So you're leaving u, for another wild 
weekend in Buffalo!! Well, don't 
worry about Joseph because Mary will 
be around! 
Love and Kisses, 
Mary 
Silk Screen Collages by Midge 
Wiggins Kerlan at Smcdley's 
Bookshop or. October 6-0ctober 31 
T-F 10-6, Sat 10-5 
Housemate Wanted: To share 5 
bedroom furnished house on South 
Aurora Street. Walking distance to 
the Commons. Call 277-3355. 
Sammy D-
Too bad about the $100! 
made up for it. 
Tommy Hearncs 
Doug, 
The 151 
Bring out the mayo or bring out the 
best! 
C.A.M.P. 
Dearest Tapioca and Blake, 
How ya doin? I'm not around the 
corner! Please drop me a line. Lon-
don is not a bad time! 
Your5 Truly, 
Sarah Bernhardt 
S.B. 
How 1s I.C.? Arc you a big boor a lit-
tle bo? Do you have N.F. or many 
F's. I really like it here. I really do! 
· Burla! Be good and take care, 
Hugs and lick ki~ses, 
J.K. 
ACakc5, 
One more wild woman makes us quite 
a threesome. Don't get your feathers 
ruffled over doorpeople-there are 
plenty Bro Milford's! Quack Quack! 
Di 
Punk Party-This Friday- Be !here or 
be square ... 
K.K.-
Glad you joined us for wok food and 
brownie5. Thanx for the great bun. 
Clarke partie5 were never like that 
when I wa~ there. I gues, you guy5 
don't miss me. 
-Your ex ra & her wild roomie 
Hey Roomie-
Rock party fri nitc-. Who know~ what 
we'll come away with thi, time-
Maybe a stuffed moosehead to add 
cla5s to our bar. Sigh mc-
J u~t ,omc voluptou5 Italian woman 
For Sale- Smith Corona Portable 
Electric Typewriter. Good conditio, 
Make an offer. Beth - 274-3263 
Herman, 
There's two l.mds of ijcople in the 
world. I'm afraid your the one that 
only wants to get ahead. 
The Worm 
F ', 1 \: rom. Pong T 1'11\ \l.1) P Q tffl)M. .a,; 1n) (Ui\iL, .~ Jill 
CPS--The days of ping-
panging, clitter-clattering are 
gone. 
These days the arcades of 
America's college unions are 
more likely to resound with 
synthesized bla-sts, bleeps and 
zaps of video games. 
"Five years ago I'd say that 
99 percent of all our games 
were pinball" says Roger 
Conway, director of student 
activities at the University of 
Rhode Island. "Now , at least 
70 to 80 percent of everything 
is video games.," 
The new games-- launched 
just eight years ago with 
Atari's now primitive Pong--, 
are not only pushing tradition-
al union pinball ·machines, 
foosball games and pool tables 
out the door, they're bringing 
new customers into the ar-
cades and sw.elling union 
profits. 
". , ~ It s amazmg the number of 
people who stop and play the 
video games," rP,marks Robert 
Todd, student union director 
at the University of Illinois. 
"Our 1978 net ·profit was 
less than $90,000, " he recalls. 
"For 1980 our net was 
$210,000, and·in 1981 it will be 
around $250,000." 
Todd attributes the increas 
to . "frequency of play," 
which seems to be greater on 
video games than on the 
traditional mechanical games. 
Unions aren't hesitating to 
cash in on the trend: Rather, 
tha'n leasing or renting the 
games like most colleges, 
UCLA bought its own arcade 
equipment. "We train studen-
ts to service the machines and 
supply them with all the 
necessary equipment," says 
~tudent union director Mark 
Panatier. 
The result is that now 
UCLA owns 26 video games. 
Panatier expects 1981 arcade 
profits to hit $313,000 up from 
$108,000 in 1976-77. 
''The game room has 
become so popular that we've 
had to limit it to students, 
faculty a_nd g4.ests,!' Panatier 
exults. "We had kids coming 
in off the streets." 
E.J{plainir:, •· hy video games 
-- which are actually computer 
-programs with names like 
Asteroids, Space Invaders, 
Targ and Pac Man -- are so 
popular is more complex than 
calculating their profits. In a 
case currently before .the U.S. 
Supreme Court, the 
Amusement , and Music 
Operators Association argued 
the games are popular because 
they provide "physical and . 
mental exercise." Panatier 
says "they're just plain ·fun." 
But some sociologists fear the 
games foster anti-social at-
titudes in younger children, Simon, Randy Newman and 
perhaps creating a generation the Pretenders are just a few 
that deals better with ..com- of the groups now available on 
puters than with other people. video for public display. 
Other observers see the "Video is turning out to be 
games as just more the easiest way to reach the 
sophisticated pinball largest amount of people on 
machines. college campuses, simply 
"The games are an escapist ac- because it can be repeated," 
tivity, an opportunity to relax says Toby Silberberg, national 
and unwind after a hard day coordinator for Films, Inc., 
of classes,'' contends -David which distributes film and 
Stroud of Cinematronics, a videotaped productions. 
California game manufac- "Music is now the most asked 
turing firm. "The college for form of video." 
players are much more He estimates there are now· 
sophisticated, and seem to 400-500 colleges using video 
really get into the games for entertainment purposes. 
more." He estimates the cost of 
Anthropologist Dr. Edward staging a campus appearance 
Hall, author of Beyond for Robin Williams at 
Culture, sees· something sub- "thousands of dollars." By 
conscious in it all. contrast, a videotaped per-
,,¾ What a Jot of these formance of Williams in con-
games are providing now is an cert rents for just $250 to 
orientation to the future," $300. 
Hall claims. Students are More campuses are catching 
"getting practice for the sort on. Video is just getting 
of things they'll have to be bigger every day, Silverberg 
doing in the future. They may says. "It's happening 
not know it yet," but · these everywhere." 
young people are growing up The only reason it's not 
in a world we weren't born in, spread1ng faster is the 
and they're proparing them- copyri~.hich is •yague 
selves for"that world." when applied to video. Legal 
"They're look at as debates over when performan-
games," he warns, "and ces can be taped when they can 
they're much more than that." ·be displayed and_ if promoters 
Fleetwood Mac, Paul · can charge admission to view 
l f~) f. RUFFALO ST· 
·(ncxr ro Dewitt MJll) 
them have stalled many cam-
pus video projects, despite the 
efforts of record companies 
like Capitol, which is currently 
trying to rent a 55- minute tape 
of the Tubes to colleges in 
LIEU OF A MORE EXPEN-
SIVE NATIONAL TOUR. 
About the only applicable 
case law came out of a suit 
between CBS and Vanderbilt 
University. In 19763, CBS 
sued Vanderbilt for taping 
rights for a licensing fee. 
"Right now the laws on 
video tape are just like the sex 
laws in certain states." 
analogizes Larry Estes, feature 
film s programs director for 
RCA. "What you get away 
with is not necessarily what's 
legal." 
Tucsd.1y- F1id.1y ''-'-6· SJturd.1y 10-s · 2 7 3- 2 _,,!. s 
·Books h11 and far womc1L- ' 
'Foninist m,d~political thror11 
Non-sc.xisr children's books. 
_-4 rt hooks Records&-· cards 
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CREW DEBUT-AT-RIDEAU ] 
By Mic.haef Ayala where each man has one oar. Pat Lovell in 1he seven seat, 
Mike Sheehan in the six seat, 
George Bradner in· the five 
seat, Joe Dipesa in the four 
seat, John Neeson in the three 
seat, Jeff Gingold in the two 
seat and Erik Plickert in fhe 
bow. 
'in the bow. 
~ 
been working hi_s crews very .i 
.'il hard in an efforf to change ·· Out on Cayuga Lake the Men, women, mixed crews, 
Ithaca College crew is veterans (over 33 years-old) 
preparing for their first Regat- and juveniles (under 15) are 
ta in the fall of I 981, The able -to compete in any of the 
Head of the Rideau Canal in divisions. . . 
Ottawa, Ontario. The Rideau canal presents a 
The Head of the Rideau challenging 3 1/4 mile course 
Regatta is held annually and1s which starts out -at the 
sponsored by the United Way National Canadian Arts Cen-
Foundation. ter and finishes at the Ar-
Each -or the rowers going to 
the Rideau has had a least one 
year's experience rowing and 5 
of tire 12 rowers are seniors 
with 3 or more years experien-
ce. 
-- In the fall of 1979 Ithaca 
Colle_ge and Syracuse Univer-
sity were the only two United 
States schools present and· 
neither placed in the top 20. 
that and be seems ·10 feei' that ;1 
IC will do well. "I am sen.ding ~ 
experienced rowers who are_ in _·.1! 
excellent physical condition -~ 
and if they row like I kno,, ':{ 
they can there is no reason 
why we won't do well." · ' 
Events included on the one boretum which extends into 
day racing agenda are: Light- Dows Lake constituting about 
weight eights, where in- 20 minutes of hard rowing. 
dividual rowers can not weigh Over 50 scho..:>ls will be 
more than 159 pounds and the represented at the Regatta 
The Heavyweight four will 
consist of Scott Kliphon at 
stroke, Michael Ayala in the 
three seat, Don Eager in the 
two seat and Todd Wallwork However Coach Romer has 
. Perhaps the most iillportant 
aspect of this weekend's race i~ 
not where IC places, but just 
getting the rowing experience. 
8 rowers must average out to along with various Boat Clubs 
155 pounds; Heavyweight and individuaJ'enthusiasts. t:: 
eights, where the weight is Ithaca Collge will be among ~ 
unlimited and is most likely the few American Crews ~ 
the toughest competition on present as a heavyweight four ';;: 
the day;· Double and Single · and a lightweight eight will test a 
sculls, where each man has their prowess against the .::C: 
two oars instead of one; Pairs "fierce Canadian Com-
where each man has one oar; petition". 
and the lightweight and Rowing lightweight for IC 
heavyweight four division, will be Joe Halpern at stroke, 
,, .... 
=- --....- .. ____ --·-· 
-
-- -_ .. 
. . 
Rowers getting all important backsplash. 
Let th·e Good Times roll at la Ca!-
PurJgi£9S _Pi33a 
& GIANT Hot 'n Cold SUBS 
DELIVERED 7N~GH;:o~~E;~ 
To the Ithaca. College Campus! 
GIANT SUBS ·---:-1 
r- ----------+--··-··-----·----------..-----------
\ 
rv1EfJJ:Jr,1 6 sire:,,~ 
LARGl 12 ,;lice,; 
. SIANT P,~tP Y SIZE :JO sl1c'!, 
r--;:;:;;-~R WIHI YOUR CHOIC!: OF TOPPINGS ! _, r:1u~'11 ,._)l)rJlf, • p(\pp,:!TI ii * ~1e~ti f.i'llC•: 
• •i.1.lJ.Sdq, 1111 pt\pp:•, ~ 1': •.lf Pt 1r1·· 
-. ,1out,1,, ch<·,?~f 
HOT 
Hoils'. 13t·cl Chai hro,led Pudg1eburgcrs 
M•2<1lh,dl Ct1P.f>Se Steak 
COLD 
Super Sub 
Bo!lecJ Ham 
T 1111a 
TurKey 
Chee~e 
Ro&!::.! Beef 
I _____________________ __,_ __________________ ___,.__ ______ _ 
We'll bring your pizza piping hot (and subs) io your campus dorm, 
apartment, fraternity o~ s.orority! 
j_iA1NIMUM DELIVERY: ANY PIZZA OR 4 SUBS OR ANY COMBIN~TION OF PIZZA AND SU.BS I 
Clip this coupon & SA VE.' Clip this_ coupon·& SAVE! 
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0 _______________ , ------
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• Ithaca 
Introductory-Offer 
F R:E E~~~~~~ ! 
One TOPPING of your choice with any 
LARGE or GIANT Pizza. 
. 
Choose from: 
* MUSHROOMS * PEPPERONI· 
* MEAT SAUCE * SAUSAGE 
* PEPPERS * ONIONS 
* DOUBLE CHEESE 
EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1981 
NOT REDEEMA8LE_.WITH ANY OTHER COUPON. 
' 
'·,:,Elmira R~. 
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!,y Robin Wine 
A new addition has been 
added to IC's varsity sports 
this year: Women's Varsity 
Soccer. Prior to this year it 
was considered a club. 
In addifion to the new title, 
the soccer team was allotted_ 
more funding, new uniforms 
and a new coach, Linda Buet-
tner. / 
Linda graduated from Cor-
tland State and originated the 
soccer team there. Prior to 
coming to IC, Buettner 
coached ai Victor Central 
School near Rochester. 
Ithaca has played l scrim-
rooge and 2 games so far this 
season. 
"For a new ream they arc 
doing very well against the 
rough competition they've 
been meeting," says Buettner. 
from Kiki Cluzel. 
beautiful goal," 
Buettner. 
"It was a 
reported, 
St. John Fisher came back 
soon after and scored, tying 
up the game. 
The score remained even un-
til Janet Wright centered a 
high cross and Leslie Murphy 
put it in with her head, "like 
soccer made in Germany", 
claimed13uettncr 
St. John Fisher came back 
and scored an unassisted pot 
shot, once again tying the 
score. 
_ With three minutes left, 
Cluzel was injured and the of-
ficials didn't stop the game. 
IC played with one woman 
short. 
"Kiki severely sprained her 
ankle. We couldn't retaliate 
with only 3 minutes left and 
they scored, making it 3-2," 
said Buettner. 
Buettner attributes 2 IC in- of the season: "I feel that we 
juries to the agressive playing can be competitive with 
of Cortland's team. Leslie everyone else on our schedule. 
Murphy, )C's top striker, is My goal is to get into the state 
· out with an ankle injury and playoffs. Only 8 schools out 
Heather Chitterden injured of 40 arc allowed to play and I 
her k11ee. · think we have potential to be 
Outstanding defensive one of them." Buettner feels 
players is the Cortland game confident that rhe team can 
included Sherri Goetcheus and- jonly get better. "We have one 
Tammy Floyd. Tremendous thing to our advantage - it's a 
saves were made by goalkeeper young team with mostly 
Nanette" Jr" Grillone. freshmen and sophomores. 
Buettner has a· positive at- There's plenty of time to im-
titudc towards the remainder prove." 
The next women·~ soccer 
game will be Thursday night 
under the lights at University 
of Rochester. Bu,_·! tner i, 
disappointed that \ cry few 
home games can be played al 
IC. 
She explains: "We ha\.e no 
home field so we can 'r ha vc 
many home games, which i!s a 
real disadvantage. We de 
have 2 home games when the 
men are away. I would 
definitely like to see a 
women's ~,>ci.:er field built." 
WIN GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR AN IC T-SHIRT! 
The first event of the season 
\\ a~ a scrimmage tournament 
held at Albany State ·1ast Sun-
day, Sept. 13.' The com-
petition wa~ against. Albany 
State, Westfield Mass., and 
SUNY Binghamton. Ithaca 
came out with the best record 
'Jf any of the tea!l1s tying 
Albany, which is ranked 9th in 
the country, 1-1. Ithaca beat 
Binghamton 2-0 and tied 
Westfield 2-2. 
Last friday, Sept. I 8, Ithaca 
played Cortland State, ranked 
number 1 in the country on ~ 
Cortland's home field. 
THIS WEEK'S QUESTION: Name the 3 catchers on the 1961 
Yankees who had 20 or more home runs for that season. 
On Tuesday, Sept. 15, IC 
went against St. John Fisher in 
Rochester. There was even 
play during. the first half and 
at·half-time the score w,as 0-0. 
During the 2nd half Janet 
Wright scored on an assist 
At half-time the score was 1-
·o, Cortland and they scored 2 
additional goals _during the 
second half. 
"Cortland's passing game 
was superior to ours but 
defensively we were very tough 
on them", said Buettner. 
"We didn't have a good 
passing game possibly because 
we were intimidated by them a 
little. They're a very physical 
'team and when challenged will 
.r!?ugh-house to get the ball." 
·· . · . P~EPARE 'FOR . . ai.·. 
MCAT•LSAT •GMAT Bit:< 
/SAT•ACT··DAT•GRE .. ·cpA:1 
I~. ,' •· , •. - '• ." • ·_:_ - - _·_ - '._ ____ .· _:_•:_\·~~::_. •.: 
• Permanent Centers open days, 
evenings and weekends 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full· 
t,me stall 
• Complete TEST·n-TAPE "fac,1,t,es 
for rev,ew of class les~ons and 
' supplementary materials 
• Classes taught by skilled 
. instructors. 
• Oppor!un,ty to make up missed 
lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study materials 
constantly updated by research· 
ers expert ,n ~heir f1Pfd 
• Opportunity to transfer to and 
continue study al any of our 
over 85 centers. 
' . OTHER COURSE'S AV~ILABLE ... ,. 
GRE PSYCH & BIO• MAT• P.CAT • OCAT • VAT• TOEFL. 
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB• NLE :.- . 
m~ S~-H. I !!~, TEST PREPARATION ' Sf'ECIALISTS SINCE 1936 
. ' 
•JOS Vine~t-
Liverpool,N. Y. 13088 
Id. 315-451·29'73 
I • I"! r • 1!11'" ,l;tJr-ul 011,rr (rn'f't\ 
o .. ,. '"" ~, t,•,11 .. 
CALLTDLLFAEE 800-223-1782 
Every week, J. Gould's (at the foot of the hill on Aurora· 
Street) will sponsor the "Quickie Quiz". Readers are invited to 
answer"the question and submit it to The Itbacan c/o Basement 
of Landon Hall. .. or bring it in person by 5:00 p.m. Monday. 
A drawing of the correct submissions will determine th~ week's 
winner. 
THE STATION 
A colorf"I atmosphere 
from O(JI of the pasr 
for your d,n1ng en1cyment 
Stationmaster -
Joe C,.2sch,.s 
un,que resUur,u1t 
FOil RESEil I I TIO\S Pl.EASE l'l/0.\E 
SAUE MONEY Willi TAHE·OUT FOOD 
·FROffl,OUR DELI and B(HERY DEPTml 
"'!r O_VERSIZE SANDWICHES 
* SUPER SUBS -
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
·*READY TO EAT ,MACARONI SALAD 
t<COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD· 
Saturdays Til Mid.night - Sundays 8 am ~ 6 pm 
7 42 .s. Meadow· St. ... Ithaca 
. . 
L· 
I • 
I ,_, 
,....., 
,,/&, ....... 
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--- . THE ImACAN 
The Odd Couple fared rather well for their world debut in iast week\ picks. The Ithacan's 
own Howie Altman got off to a miscue on the Eagles-Bills game, but topped rival WICB-
FM's Lou Caplan by two picks. Their fearless bets this week: 
.. 
' 
THE AP LINE· LOU CAPLAN HOWARD ALTMAN 
(WICB Sports Director) . (ITHACAN Sports Editor) UNDERDOG POINTS 
SUNDAY I I 
' 
r 
DALLAS ! DALLAS ' Giants Giants I 11 ' 
-
- ----
. JETS Houston · Houston -· Houston 3 -
-
'CLEVELAND CLEVELAND · Atlanta Atlanta 2 
Buffalo 3 
' 
CINCINNATI Buffalo* Buffalo . 
PITTSBURGH 2½ New England New England PITTSBURGH 
Oakland I ) DETROIT Oakland , Oakland* 
PHILADELPHIA 9 ' Washington PHILADELPHIA PHILADELPHIA 
' ... BALTIMORE Miami Miami Miami 2½ 
GREEN8AY 3 : Minnesota Minnesota GREEN~AY 
SEATTLE I Kansas City ., Kansas City· Kansas City -
SAN FRANCISCO 5 ½ New Orleans SAN FRANCISCO SAN FRANCISCO 
TAMPA BAY I St. Louis TAMPA BAY St.-L9uis 
San Diego 3 DENVER San Diego San Diego I ' 
-lj . MONDAY r 
I CHICAGO even Los Angeles Los Angeles CHICAGO 
Home Team In Caps *Best Bet 
By David Fischer 
Last Thursday, Oneonta 
came to Freeman Field 
showing high team spirit and 
great expectations. Unfor"-
tunateJy for them, pitcher 
Keith Meyer and a balanced 
offensive attack were Ithaca's 
welcome wagon, as the Bom-
bers shook off a late Oneonta 
,. 
. . ..... 
... . 
~ 
,, 
rally to win 5-4. 
Already showing good stuff 
in his previous starts, Meyer. 
looked flawless during the first 
five innings. He opened the 
game by retiring the first ten 
men that faced him, before 
allowing an infield single. The ; 
fast hands of double play 
combination Eddie- Sands and 
David Murray quickly enqed 
the inning when they turned a 
double play. After the fifth 
inning, Meyer had given up 
just one single and a double 
and, with help from the twin 
killing, had faced only one 
batter over the limit. 
While Meyer silenced the 
Oneonta hitters, the Bomber's 
·bats did some talking of their 
own. Their ten-hit barage was 
led by Larry Smith who had· 
three singles, playing in his fir-
st game of this fall season. 
Lead-off hitter Sands had two 
doubles and two rbi's while 
Tom Pallister and Tim Barone 
also contributed two hits each. 
Oneonta pitcher Jim-
Lozano helped himself by 
picking Sands, who walked off 
first base. This was a major 
play in stiffling what could 
have been · a big rally,· and 
prompted Sands to commen-
t, "we've made some mental 
errors and baserunning 
mistakes that have kept our 
opponents in the ballgame.'' 
In the fourth, Sands was to 
redeem himself. Smith singled 
and Emil Fanelli walked 
before Sands lined a double 
down 1he right field line to 
score two runs against new 
pitcher Mike Polley. 
The Bombers were ,not yet 
satisfied as they chipped away 
to score for the third ·suc-
cessive inning: Barone singled 
and moved ahead on an error 
-
ODD COUPLE 
+----STANDINGS --~ 
W L GB PLT 
and a wild pitch. Smith's third ALTMAN 10 4 - .741 
single or t_he afternoon drove 
in Ithaca's fourth run. CAPLAN 8 6 2 .581 
· Oneonta only managed two 1--------------1 
hits through five innings, .but 
finally got something going in BEST BETS 
the sixth. With two on and ALTMAN 0-1, CAPLAN 1-0 
two out, DH John Skiely 
wripped a ground rule double 
~------10 put his team on the board. 
Oneonta's coach argued that of Smith's hands. Oneonta's 
the ball had cleared the fence, strategy backfired when Emil 
but when the dust settled there Fanelli lined a sharp single to 
were men on second and third.,· left scoring pinch runner John 
The next batter, Tom Lynch, • Kellerher ·with the winning 
1eft no doubt as he singled in run. Fanelli riow has two 
two more runs to close the ~ap game winning ·rbi's in the last 
to 4-3. , two weeks. 
Coach Valesente opted to 
bring in Mark Fagan to relieve 
the tiring Meyer. After 
walking the bases loaded, 
Fagan looked like he'd get out 
of the jam when he picked up 
a casual tapper hit back to -the 
mound. Fagan made a high 
lazy toss to first which pulled 
Frank Potochney off the bag_ 
and allowed the tying- run to 
score. Potochney killed any 
other threat retrieving Pagan's 
error and throwing_ a strike 
across the diamond to nip 
Mike Cooper, who had made a 
wide turn around third. 
Bob Adams led off the 
seventh and reached base on 
an error. Potochney sacrificed 
him to second and Smith was 
intentionally walked. This set · 
up the possibility of the double 
play, and also took the bat out 
o,1-.0"'i!TA 'ah r he tu IITHAl.A IJh r h l" Iii 
tluugh~r .s i 2DO i;;:ini..hlb l 0202 
f1\her If J I I U O Palli\lC'r 11 ) I 2 (l 0 
Slu:lydh J I IO I Uamncrf 4 I 2 II I 
l.ynd1c ) 1202 Fag:anc.Jh 12001n 
Cooper 2 O O CJ O AdJTl}\ \." 4 o O O O 
(Jerger"" 2 0 0 2 o Kclkher i,h n I n ll II 
S'P:udorl l O O ll o Poro'-hnc-\ lhl non o 
N1hrn lb ,:? o I O O ",m11h )b ) I ') n I 
M'(.j1\ nry 20 ) 0 () 0 0 h1ncl11 ~ f ) I I O I 
\1urra, ,, 3 o O O II 
2S 4 7 2 l "'8 S 10 I \ 
OIIO()(Mfl-4 
lll'k)l2I I ·!i · ~ 
DP htla~a 2 I OU nncumJ 3 
- hh.J.L.1 4 28 ~:111d, C:), ( ,mh 
S!1.1dy 18 B:iron~· 
Ptt("Ht:R.', 1p t-. ,u hh r rr 
~()Cf 5,,. SJ O l; 
hs:inCW) J:;, 11 2 111 
Lor.a.no ),,', 6 ~ 4 3 l 
Polkytl I Jl/i 4 4 2 2 r 
· Catch all the action of Bomber's Football '81 
~lfa [lffe\,WOO~~~~ W~o ~,r[}{]~~#-\ 
S~turday September 26-at 8 p.m. on Channel (Lj WICB-TV 
. . . ... .;-
Sponsored by: Shortstop - The 24 Hour Deli Store-Ithaca Ti~es Oldport Harb~ur·Comell Daily°Sun·Tfle North Forty-Greg's Deli· Plums ' 
- '<... .. 
T.G. Miller's Sons Paper Co. Jhe Ithacan· Bolton's Donut ·. 
---- ------:----------;,,-,-~------~----,.;;:::::..;;;---I 
' ' ' 
-
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Ru. G· B. ·_y 0 •i • I , •1 Jtl 1 A SPOILED SPORT? 
It is a public relations man's 
dream. Take a little known 
commodity, find some unique 
aspect of that commodity, and 
hammer the public with it until 
it becomes a household word. 
Rugby is quickly becoming 
a household word. Maybe the 
Springbok's tour of the United 
States was the design of some 
advertising genius who had 
to find some way to publicize 
the sport of Rugby. 
If it was, then it was one of 
the most successful ad cam-
paigns of all time. The guy 
who thought of inviting the 
'Boks over here probably got a 
promotion and a nice fat 
bonus. What was once an ob-
scure sport known - only to 
those hardy few who are crazy 
·enough to risk life and limb to 
score a try, Rugby is now a 
topic of discussion to those 
who thought a scrum was a 
dirty word their Uncle from 
Toledo would tell them. 
If Dagwood Bumstead had . 
come up with the idea, he 
could,tell Mr. Dithers to place 
a sharp object into a seldom 
mentioned orafice, because 
lhe amount of controversy 
stirrect'up by the Boks visit has 
taken Rugby out of the 
shadow of the NFL and given 
it a spotlight of its own. , 
The spotlight is tarnished. 
The Springboks are represen-
tatives of South Africa. South 
Africa is a representative of a 
way of life that would make 
Adolf Hitler very comfor-
table. It is a way of life that 
denies the majority any right 
to citizenship and propagates 
the myth of the "Master 
Race". 
When the Springboks take 
the field, .the issue is not who 
can score the 'most. The issue 
is the forces of Sir Ronnie the 
good doing battle with· the evil 
Darth Breshnev. It docs not 
mattc.r that in South Africa, 
the black man is treated like an 
unwanted guest in 'his own 
home,· South Africa is a for-
tress of "Democracy" in a 5ea 
of communism. 
Because it is a "Fortress of 
Democr·acy", the issue of 
aparthied has been overlooked 
by the present administration1 
in its dealings with South 
Africa. It is good for them to 
invade Angola, Angola is a 
haven for co'mmies and 
marxists. There is no reason 
to say, no, you can't play here, 
you've been a bad boy. But. 
when those bullies from the 
east, the Russians invade 
Afghanistan, we can say, no, 
I'm not gonna come over and 
play with you, you've been a. 
bad boy. 
It's a damn shame that it 
takes an issue as sensitive as 
aparthied to .Publicize a sport. 
Although the members of 
Springbok are first and 
foremost atheletes, their mere 
presence in this country evokes 
such emotion that the athletes 
become pawns in the inter-
national game of power and 
rhetoric. 
When the U.S. beat the 
Russians in a hockey game, 
there was a feeling of great 
national pride. It wasn't just a 
victory by a' hunch of amatuer 
atheletes over a more ex-
perienced professional team, it 
was a victory for truth, justice, 
and the American way. Lets 
f::ice it sports is politics and 
politics is a sport. 
An ideal solution to the 
growing escalation and 
proliferation of the nuclear 
war game would be the 
organization of an inter-
rnational Rugby league. Each 
nation would have a teai:n. 
The teams would be divided 
into divisions. There could be 
the Democracy division, the 
Commie division, and the Un-
derdeveloped division. 
Members of each division 
would play a seasons schedule 
to determine who would rule 
all the nations of that division. 
The US would be of course an 
early 20-1 favorite to take the 
democratic division. When 
division winners are decided, 
they could compete in a round 
robin tournament for world 
conquest. If we don't win this 
year, we could do what the 
Brooklyn Dodger~ would do 
and wait till next year. 
If Tuesday nights game in 
Albany was any indication, 
this idea might work. While 
the for~es of good, the Eastern 
Rugby Union's Colonials were 
getting trounced by the~c- for-
ces of evil 4 I -0, demon-
strations were taking place 
outside the arena. You know 
you have a came when Pete 
See¥ar shows up. All thi~ 
followed a bomb blast and a 
ruling by Supreme Court 
Ju~tice ThurgoJJd Marshall. 
If the Nets had this much 
fan interest, they would never 
have moved to New Jersey. 
FIELD HOCKEY BLANKS ONEONTA 
IC Applies offensive pressure 
by Michael Ayala 
The IC Women's field 
hockey team continued to 
dominate their opponents as 
both the· varsity (5-0) and the 
J. V. (7-0) downed Oneonta 
this past friday. 
The double victory raises 
both varsity and J. V. records 
to 2-0. 
The varsity team had a 
fairly easy time defeating 
Oneonta despite what Coach 
Kostrinsky termed a lackluster 
performance by her team. 
Kostrinsky expressed her 
disappointment by saying, "I 
feel that if we were playing a 
better team we would have had 
trouble scoring and possibly 
could have been down 3-0 at. 
halftime. What allowed us to 
win this game was our sheer 
talent." 
Kostrinsky blamed the 
below par performance on a 
lack of inspiration. "I felt 
that Oneonta would be com-
parable to Hartwick in terms 
of talent and possibly the girls 
were unable to get psyched up 
for the game as much as we 
demand." 
Although angered by most 
of the team's performance, 
Kostrinsk did cite some 
players who played well. The , mentally and physically to 
play of right halfback Liz come out on top. I forsee no 
Perry impressed Kostrinsky problem because we have such 
along with goalie Anne Sam- ·a rivalry going with Colgate 
mis, who made three tough that the_ girls can't help be 
saves in her first start as a psyched 
Bomber. In contrast with the varsity 
The varsity stickers have game, the J. V. game drew rave 
compiled some impressive reviews from Kostrinsky. 
statistics over their first two . The game was sparked by 
games. The Bombers have fine offensive and defensive 
scored IO goals in two games showing by the Bombers as 
with 67 shots on goal while they scored 7 goals without 
, their opponents haven't scored allowing Oneonta a shot on 
at all and have taken only 6 goal. 
shots on goal. Freshmen Lisa Clark, Bev 
Leading scorers for IC in- Wiazek and Reairne Winkler 
elude Cheryl Scott, who has 4 were all cited for outstanding 
goals in two games and Sharon play in the game. 
Doucher, a senior captain Lisa Clark scored 4 more 
who has 2 goals for the Bo111- goals, raising her two game 
bers. Mary Klecha leads the total to 10. Bev Wiazek 
team in assists with 4 but is I regularly a defenseman 
followed closely by Cathy ,cored two goals in her fir,, 
Foto, who has 3 assists. game as a forward and Reannc 
The Bombers have a big Winkler added another con-
game coming up· this Tuesday, sis tent game to her list by 
Sept. 22nd against Colgate, at dishing off two assists 
Colgate. Coach Kostrinsky is Coach Kostrimky put the 
hoping that her team won't get game in perspective by com-
over confident as a result of menting, "We dominated so 
their 2 straight victories and much that we weren't tested at 
impressive statistics. all. I was very pleased by the 
"Colgate is one of our play of the J. V. players and I 
toughest opponents and the have good reason to look for-
girls will have to be read both ward to even better things." 
BOMBERSPREPAREFORSToLAWERENCE 
y Doug Clauson 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
ere off this past weekend and 
re preparing for, Saturdays 
CAC matchup against- St. 
awerence. This open date 
ave the Bombers two weeks 
to "go back and practice the 
~
sics of football"~ said 
oach Jim Butterfield. 
The Bombers are 1-1 and 
e co.:;.ing off an upset lo;s at. 
e hands of Albany State. IC 
--
looked gooi defensively,· led touch of class, whether on the 
by Bill Rosecrans 20 total·-. playing field, practice field, or 
tackles. However, on this af- in game warmups. Butterfield 
ternoon "Albany c;;1ate was feels this attitude spills onto the 
the better football team,'' ac- . playing field during game ac-
cording to Butterfield. tion. "Our team has a com-
Butterfield feels that it is mittment,. to the college, to the 
easy for opposing teams to get fans and to the city of Ithaca 
"psyched" when. they play to perform this best we carf on· 
· Ithaca. IC has always been on and off the field. 
top and 1s regarded "as -the This week undefeated St. 
team to beat." Lawerence visits South Hill 
Ithaca has always shown a with a 2-0 record. The Saints 
are coming off victories again- Rick Koob is a questionable 
st New York Tech and Brock- starter for Saturday's game. 
port' State. Last year, the Koob is still recovering from a 
Bombers destroyed the Saints bruised shoulder. Placekicker 
49-3, but according to Butter- Ed Kracke has been pepfcct 
field this year's contest will be : this year on 6 extra point tric~. 
totally different. Ithaca is presently ranked 19th 
"We arc not the same foot- in· Division Ill polls. Satur 
ball club we were last year, day's kickoff time will b 
and all of our ICAC opponen- I :30. 
ts, including St. Lawerence 
improved a great deal." 
Bomber Blasts: Halfback 
,\ 
' 
·- \ 
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SOCCER TEAM TAKES TWO 
'by Michael Ayala 
The Ithaca College Soccer 
.Team opened up the season .in 
grand styie by trouncing 
Hobart 5-0 and squeaking out 
a 1-0 victory over arch rival, 
Binghamton. 
In the first ga-me with 
Hobart the bombers were 
looking to play a defensive 
game as coach Ray Rostan put 
in a defensive formation. 
Suprismgly the Bombers 
were able to dominate all 
facets of the offensive game as 
well, scoring 5 goals trom a 
variety of players. 
John Belldck paced all 
scorers with two goals while 
Mike Borcyk, / Hugo 
Guaglianone and · Frank 
Caporicio each had a goal to 
round off the scoring. 
Coach Ray Rostan was very 
much impressed by the win but 
he put it in perspective, "I was 
definately happy with the v,in 
but Hobart is just one of the 
average teams we will play 
although they always give us a 
tough game." 
Coach Rostan was also very 
impressed with the varsity 
recruits play in what he calls a 
"banner year for IC soccer 
recruiting". 
Among ~he recruits who 
have many of last year's var-
sity playing J. V. is John 
Bellock, who is a transfer 
student from Keystone College 
and scored two goals in the fir-
st game, John Julien, who is 
things for the season to come, 1 
looking ahead especially to 
-v .. ,l',.,•,• 
, ... >.-· 
from Rochester and was the 
highest rated player in the 
Rochester area, Pete Dough, 
who is a striker from 
Massachussetts, Bill Bonsu, 
whom Rostan feels is very talen-
ted and can only get better and 
Jay Cominsky, who is from 
Pennsylvania and has been 
starting at right fullback. 
_ the Cortland game. "Cor-
In the second game with 
Binghamton; Rostan got exac-
tly what he was looking for as 
IC won a hard fought battle 1-
0. 
Mike Borcyk added his 
second goal in as many games 
to give the Bombers the win 
over their arch rivals. 
Las·t season Rostan's boaters 
were 13-0 going "into the quar-
terfinal round of the playoffs 
and were ranked first in the 
state and 3rd in the nation. 
Binghamton beat the Bombers 
subsequently dropping the 
Bombers to second in the state 
and 10th in the nation at 
season's end. Record 13-1 
Needless to say Rostan was 
elated by the win and the con-
stant pressure the Bomber's 
put on the opponents goal, 
however the amount of 
penalties depressed him. "I 
think both teams were trying 
so hard that as-.a result sloppy 
play set the tone for ttie game. ' 
With some d1sciplilie many 
of the penalties could have 
been avoide~L" 
With two wi1is under his 
belt, Coach Rostan sees big 
•• I~ \ • 
... I 
~ .. 
tland should 6e our toughest 
competilion. . They beat 
Binghamton 5-2 early in the 
season and it looks as though 
we are about even talent-wise. 
What it will come down to is 
who wants it more." ii.:.,. .• ~. ', .... -,,, ... ,. :' ;"..,;'- . ··_~ 
The Bombers next game is 
at Allen Field against Oswego 
State· and it is on Wednesday, 
Sept. 23rd. 
Coach Ros tan doesn't rate 
Oswe&o as high as some other 
competition-, but he is always 
worried. "In soccer there is 
no reward for constant 
pres5ure on an opponents 
goal. All of a sudden the other 
team can score and just like -
that you ar,e playing from 
behind." 
~ 
<:[', 
Men's Varsity Soccer 
Sept. 23 Wed. Oswego State 
26 Sat. Univ. of Rochester 
Oct. 3 Sat. at Alfred Univ. 
6 Tues. at Lemoyne College 
9 Fri. at Oarkson College 
10 Sat. at St. Lawrence Univ. 
17 Sat. at Geneseo 
20 Tues. at Cortland 
22 Thurs. RIT 
24 Sat. RPI 
27 Tues. Syracuse Univ. 
Nov. 4 Wed. Elmira 
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Christianson or Chinaglia'2 
X-COUNTRY OPENS 
WITH DOUBLE WIN 
IP1RO PICKS 
The Odd Couple Comes Off Successful Week ... p.18 
THE COLUMN 
The Springboks Controversy . ....... : ...... . p.19 
J. GOU~D'S QUHCKUJE QUIZ 
Win prizes for correct answers .............. . p. 17 
HC JFOOTBALL PREVIEW 
Bombers Prepare for St. Lawrence Square Off . . . p. 19 
By MicfJael Semler 
Dave_ O'Connor and Joel 
Story placed firsf and second 
in the 5.2 mile race to pace the 
Varisty Cross Country team's 
• opening day victories over 
Hobart and LeMoyne. 
O'Connor ran the course in 
29:3 l and Story came in .at 
29:41. Ithaca's best. women's 
runner, Colleen· Murphy, beat 
five Hobart men and came in 
just. six and one half minutes 
off the winning pace. The final. 
score against Hobart was -22-
33. Against LeMoyne, Ithaca 
runners took both :second and 
t~ird places, good enpugh to 
sneak by the_!ll 27-2~. . . ~ 
· Coach Gordon Eggelston 
who has been . at the helm of 
the Cross Country program 
for four years said" he was very 
pleased by last Friday's vic-
tories. especially ,since. the 
team h(ls been plagued by in-
·u_ries and technicalities. Cap-
ain Kevin Bishop, a sopt,more ... 
nd freshman John Bush have 
een· · ·hampered ·by ankle 
-
sprains. Bishop is running but 
not at his full potential while 
Bush has just started some 
light running this week. Pat 
O'Connor, brother of Da\_'.e 
and possibly the team's best 
runner, has been forced to sit 
out this entire season because 
he ran at Bucknell last year 
and is ineligible. 'According to 
NCAA rules, a transferring 
athkte is ineligible to compete 
in any sport for one year 
Altho.ught the team is very 
young with only one upper-
classman, Coach Eggelston· is 
very optimistic. He rep<;>rts, 
"This is the best recruiting 
year I've ever had. This te;im 
has much potential and I just 
have to keep them healthy."_ 
. When asked. about - the 
tough schedule that includes 
R.I.T:, Mansfield, anct' the 
Geneseo Invitational, 
Eggelston says,, "We'll just 
have to take'em one at a time 
and find what-ever it takes· ~o 
win." 
